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THE HISTORY OF THE MUSIC THERAPY PROGRAM,
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY; ITS ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT TO 1980
Cynthia L. Goodson, M.M.
Western Michigan University, 2002
The histories of music therapy programs at colleges and universities in the
United States have not been widely researched and documented. The purpose of this
study was to examine the history of the music therapy program at Western Michigan
University from its origin and development until 1980. Specifically, the author was
interested in learning what conditions existed that were favorable to the creation of a
music therapy program, the chronological progress of the music therapy program
(including the individuals responsible for the program's inception and development),
and development and changes in curricula that demonstrated responsiveness to music
therapy practice and healthcare delivery. In addition to oral histories of individuals
directly involved with the music therapy program at Western Michigan University,
sources included the Regional Archives of the Great Lakes Region, American Music
Therapy Association (located at the Harper C. Maybee Music and Dance Library at
Western Michigan University); and the Regional History Collection and Archives at
Western Michigan University. These sources indicate that the Western Michigan
University School of Music provided a welcome environment for a music therapy
program to begin and grow.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The profession of music therapy evolved from the practice of using music to
assist individuals in two areas: (1) hospitalized soldiers of World Wars I and II and
(2) persons suffering from mental disorders and/or physical disabilities. Individuals
who worked tirelessly to advance the practice of music therapy between 1900 and
1960 include Eva Augusta Vescelius, Margaret Anderton, Isa Maud Ilsen, Harriet
Ayer Seymour, Isabel Parkman, Willem Van der Wall, Ira Altschuler, Roy
Underwood, E. Thayer Gaston, Edwina Eustis, and Esther Goetz Gilliland (see
Appendix A, "Pictures of Music Therapy Pioneers," for pictures of Underwood and
Gaston). By the middle of the 20th century, several groups of music therapy profes
sionals and volunteers had been formed in order to better organize the practice of
music therapy. Many of these earlier associations were short-lived and later dis
banded. Two of the larger and better known groups were started between 1950 and
1975: (1) the National Association for Music Therapy (NAMT), founded in 1950; and
(2) the American Association for Music Therapy (AAMT), originally known as the
Urban Federation for Music Therapists and founded in 1971 (Gfeller, 1995). In 1998
the NAMT and the AAMT unified to form the American Music Therapy Association
(AMTA), which represents music therapists today.
The AMTA presently approves music therapy training programs at colleges
1
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and universities throughout the United States. These programs provide training that
allows students to sit for board certification as music therapists.

The current

competency-based curriculum evolved from a recognized need by music therapy
professionals and the AMTA for training that is consistent, of high quality, and
acceptable by the medical community (Boxberger, 1963; de l'Etoile, 2000; Jensen &
McKinney, 1990; Laughlin, 1975; Petrie, ID, 1993; Solomon, 1984).
The AMTA is organized into eight geographic regions (see Appendix B,
"Names of Regions Comprising the AMTA"). Michigan is a part of the Great Lakes
Region, together with Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin. There are
currently three academic training sites located in Michigan: (1) Western Michigan
University (WMU), in Kalamazoo, Michigan; (2) Michigan State University (MSU),
in East Lansing, Michigan; and (3) Eastern Michigan University (EMU), in Ypsilanti,
Michigan. The Music Therapy undergraduate program at MSU (called Michigan
State College at the time) began in 1944 and was the first program of its kind in the
United States (de I'Etoile, 2000, p. 57). Under the direction of Carol M. Collins, a
music therapy program began in 1958 at WMU (called Western Michigan College at
the time) (Western Michigan University, 1958, pp. 180-181; Western Michigan
University, 1959, p.192).

The January 1979 issue of the Voice of the Lakes

announced the beginning of a music therapy bachelor's degree program at Eastern
Michigan University "in the fall of 1978" (p. 26).
The number of music therapy programs at the college and university level has
grown steadily from twelve in January of 1960 (Solomon, 1984) to sixty-eight as of
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June 26, 2001 (AMTA Member Association, 2001, pp. 198-202) (see Appendix C for
locations of the original twelve music therapy programs). However, there has not
been a comparable increase of interest in the histories of these programs (Heller,
2000). To date, only a few historical studies of music therapy programs exist. Two
such studies were found that describe the development of music therapy programs in
university settings (Laughlin, 1975; O'Connell, 1990).
The first study, authored by Laughlin (1975), is an unpublished thesis con
cerning the Music Therapy program at the University of Kansas. Laughlin discusses
the development of the Music Therapy program at the University of Kansas from its
inception in 1948 (p. 6) to 1971, concentrating upon the "training and degree program
for music therapists" (Laughlin, 1975, p.1) and focusing upon the areas of "program
and curriculum development, research, and positions held by and contributions of
program graduates" (Laughlin, 1975, p.5).
The second study, written by O'Connell (1990), concerns the University of the
Pacific (UOP) (at the time of the program's inception, the name of the institution was
the "College of the Pacific" [COP]). According to O'Connell, the music program at
the COP was initiated in 1947 by Wilhelmina Harbert, professor of music education
and therapy guidance at the COP.
In addition to the studies concerning music therapy programs at the University
of Kansas and at the University of the Pacific, several individuals have examined the
evolution of curricula of undergraduate and graduate music therapy programs
(Boxberger, 1963; de l'Etoile, 2000; Solomon, 1984). De l'Etoile (2000) traced the
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development of the undergraduate music therapy curriculum from its beginnings as a
music therapy course at Columbia University in 1919 to its adoption by NAMT in
1952.
Boxberger (1963) states that educational standards, including a core curricu
lum for undergraduate music therapy, were presented and approved at the 3rd Annual
NAMT Conference in 1952 (see Appendix D for the "Original Core Curriculum in
Music Therapy" [de l'Etoile, 2000]). Subsequent NAMT conferences saw standards
and procedures for the certification of music therapists established and training pro
grams formally approved (Boxberger, 1963).
In his study of the history of the NAMT after 1960, Solomon (1984) states that
in January 1960 there were twelve institutions approved by the National Association
of Schools of Music (NASM), recognized by the NAMT as having " 'met the educa
tional qualifications and standards adopted by NAMT and NASM' and 'offering
bachelors degree training in music therapy"'(pp. 81-82). Listed among these schools
was MSU (see Appendix C). Solomon does not mention WMU as having a music
therapy program until the end of 1968, where he lists it with fourteen other colleges
and universities (1984, p.255) (see Appendix E, "NAMT-Accredited Educational
Institutions in 1968"). Solomon goes on to trace the evolution of the music therapy
curriculum for both bachelor and master degrees in music therapy, citing three impor
tant changes that occurred in the area of curriculum in the early 1960's: (1) the ending
of the "grandfather clause" on December 31, 1960; (2) the establishment of the first
NAMT-approved graduate curriculum; and (3) the raising of clinical training
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standards, including the requirements that internship training sites be supervised by a
registered music therapist and be six months in length (1984, pp. 158-159).
Statement of the Problem
To date, no research studies concerning the emergence or the development of
the Music Therapy program at WMU have been conducted. The significance of the
need for such a study is twofold: (1) the Music Therapy program at WMU was the
second such program in the state of Michigan and was listed by Solomon (1984) as
one of only fifteen music therapy programs in the United States by the end of 1968 (p.
255, Appendix E); and (2) individuals responsible for its inception were strongly
influenced by E. Thayer Gaston, who may be credited for the development of music
therapy as a profession.
Because several of the individuals responsible for the creation and growth of
the Music Therapy program at WMU were either deceased or in failing health, it was
extremely important to contact those individuals still living and record their experi
ences. An additional consideration relates to the establishment of WMU in 1903 and
the celebration of its 100th year as an institution of higher learning in the year 2003.
Thus, a study of the history of one of its educational programs was both appropriate
and timely.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to answer the following questions:

1. What conditions were present at WMU and within the community that led
to the creation of a music therapy program there?
2. What was the history of the Music Therapy program at WMU, from its
origin to 1980?
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Definition of Music Therapy
Music therapy may be defined as "a behavioral science concerned with chang
ing unhealthy behaviors and replacing them with more adaptive ones through the use
of musical stimuli" (Davis, Gfeller, & Thaut, 1992, p. 14).
Boxberger (1963) states that "the aim of the therapist is to restore the normal
state of ease, to eliminate disorder in function, or to restore a lost ability" (p. 8). The
music therapist uses music in order to accomplish these goals.

According to

Ruppenthal (quoted in Miller, 1998), an effective music therapist is a "good musi
cian ... he's a person who relates warmly and instantaneously to people ... he (has)
good appraisal abilities in his relationships with other(s)" (p. 112). Ruppenthal
defines the role of music therapy in the following way:
You ... use music, as music ... to establish a rapport with the person ... and if in
the process the person likes music, trusts music as a non-threatening entity and
then identifies you with the music ... you've got a reasonable chance of becom
ing an important enough person in that patient's life to be of some use in turn
ing him around, if you know what you're doing. (quoted in Miller, 1998, p.
112)
Evolution of the Profession of Music Therapy
The profession of music therapy evolved from the practice of using music to
7
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assist individuals in two areas: (1) hospitalized soldiers of World Wars I and II, and
(2) persons suffering from mental disorders and/or physical disabilities (Boxberger,
1963; Larsson, 1928). There are many references in medical and non-medical litera
ture to the efficacy of treatment with music in cases of emotional and mental disor
ders. In some cases, reports of recovery from physical disorders also appear. Histor
ically, music has been linked to medicine from ancient times until the late 18th and
19th centuries (Boxberger, 1963; Moretti, 1978; Taylor, 1981).

According to

Boxberger (1963):
it was during this time (the late 18th and 19th centuries) that the divergence of
the two fields had its beginning.... This does not mean that music wasn't
used for treatment during this period, but that the use of music as therapy was
examined more critically in terms of scientific methods and procedures. (p.
139)
Early Literary References
Music used as a supplement to medicine has also appeared in literary ac
counts. The most often cited examples include the following: (a) King Saul being
calmed by David's playing of the harp; (b) Elisha being cured by a minstrel; and (c)
King Philip V of Spain being brought out of a deep depression by Farinelli, a famous
Italian baroque soprano castrato. In addition, accounts appearing in magazines and
newspaper articles in the United States from 1789 till the 1800's included: (a) testi
monies of Greek and Roman philosophers, historians, and physicians; (b) writings of
philosophers and physicians such as Martin Luther and Rene Descartes; and (c) testi
monies of composers and performers (Heller, 1987, pp. 38, 43-44).
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Music and Medicine
In 1789 the popular press introduced "the idea of using music as an adjunct to
medicine" (Heller, 1987, p.35) by publishing articles such as "Music Physically
Considered," which appeared in The Columbian Magazine, and "Remarkable Cure of
a Fever" in The New York Weekly Magazine (Heller, 1987, p. 35). In the early
1800's, two dissertations on music in medicine by two medical students at the
University of Pennsylvania were published. The first was An Inaugural Essay on the
Influence of Music in the Cure of Disease, published in 1804 by Edwin Atlee (Davis,
1987; Heller, 1987). Atlee referred to two concepts that are part of modem music
therapy today: (1) the importance of patient-preferred music, and (2) the need for a
therapeutic program that was related to the client's interests and background (Davis,
1987).
The second dissertation was written in 1806 by Samuel J. Mathews and was
entitled On the Effects of Music in Curing and Palliating Diseases. Mathews encour
aged the use of what is today known as the "iso principle" (Davis, 1987; Heller,
1987). Mathews described the iso principle as: "initially having the notes accommo
dated to the patient's mind. With this precaution, we may gradually raise the tune...
to those of a more lively nature" (Heller, 1987, p. 40). The iso principle was later
refined by Esther L. Gatewood in 1921 (Heller, 1987; Taylor, 1981) and fully
expanded by Ira Altshuler during the 1940's. Ruppenthal, the first music therapist
employed at Topeka State Hospital, Topeka, Kansas, used Altschuler's concept of
matching "the music to the patient's mood, and then [making] various adjustments in
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the musical 'temperament' to gradually change behavior" (Miller, 1998, p. 110).
Mathews foreshadowed future music therapy practices by advocating the use
of music preferred by clients, as had Atlee before him. He also encouraged the use of
music in clinical treatment in hospitals and institutions (Heller, 1987). In addition,
Mathews foresaw the use of music in counteracting minor pain. Gatewood would
later expand upon this idea in her work on two competing sensory stimuli (Taylor,
1981).
Both Atlee and Mathews recognized the power of music to affect a person's
emotions and expressed it in their works as the "grief-joy" continuum (Davis, 1987,
p. 77). This conviction was the common element that had been expressed by earlier
writers and that would continue to be expressed to the present day (Larsson, 1928;
Maybee, 1943). Articles continued to appear in newspapers, magazines, and medical
journals in increasing numbers about the power of music to heal, especially in cases
of mental illness (Davis, 1987; Heller, 1987; Larsson, 1928; Taylor, 1981). Examples
of these articles (Davis, 1987) include: (a) "Music as Medicine," appearing in the
Cincinnati Clinic in 1874 (p. 79); (b) "Music as Mind Medicine" in the Virginia
Medical Monthly in 1878 (originally appearing in The World) (p.80); (c) "Music in
Its Relation to the Mind" in the American Journal of Insanity in 1892 (p. 83); (d)
"Music in Medicine" in the Cincinnat [sic] Lancet-Clinic in 1892 (p. 84 ); and (e)
"Use of Medical Vibrations Before and During Sleep- Supplemental Employment of
Chromotoscopic Figures - A Contribution to the Therapeutics of the Emotions" in the
Medical Record in 1899 (p. 85; Taylor, 1981, p. 63 ). According to Davis (1987), the

article entitled "Use of Medical Vibrations," by Dr. James Coming, is of particular
interest because it describes the actual use of music in medicine. In fact, this article is
one of the first to report the "scientific investigation of musical effects" (Taylor, 1981,
p. 63) used in conjunction with medical practices. As Davis (1987) states, these
articles "advocated the use of music to provide... an alternate, more holistic approach
to treatment" (p. 76).
Music and Mental Illness
In January of 1892, the American Journal of Insanity published "Music in Its
Relation to the Mind," by George Alder Blumer. Blumer believed music should be a
part of a treatment program for patients with mental illness. He held music in such
high regard that he hired immigrant musicians to perform for his patients at the Utica
State Hospital in New York during his tenure as Chief Executive Officer (Davis,
1987). According to Davis, Blumer might very well have been: "the first person to
establish an ongoing music program in an American hospital. He should be con
sidered a pioneer in the music therapy movement in the United States" (Davis, 1987,
p. 84).
Davis (1978) describes the therapeutic use of music with indigent psychiatric
patients at Blackwell's Island, New York, now known as Roosevelt Island.
Blackwell's Island was known as an "infamous facility for the care of New York
City's indigent, insane citizens" (Davis, 1987, p. 80). A series of experiments was
conducted to test:
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'lunatics' reactions to live vocal and instrumental music provided by soloists
from New York City....The musicians provided music for a large group of
patients following a series of nine individual sessions. . . [This session]
marked the fifth time that patients' reactions to musical stimuli had been tested
(Davis, 1987, pp. 80-81).
Davis continues:
The music experiments conducted on Blackwell's Island represented an unpre
cedented attempt to alleviate suffering among a large population of New York
City's destitute mentally ill. The concerts and individual sessions were sup
ported by authorities who were in a position to implement and maintain such
programs, an occurrence not previously seen in the United States (Davis,
1987, p. 81).
Larsson (1928) also mentions several examples of music used in a medical
environment. He describes the effect that music had on 1400 female patients with
mental illness who were hospitalized at Randall Island Asylum in 1878; the success
that several doctors reported using music; and that results of experiments by Dogiel
on animals and men using music were "practically all borne out by experiments at the
University of Kansas and published in the American Journal of Physiology" (Larsson,
1928, p. 253).
Music in Adaptive and Palliative Treatment
The idea of music primarily as treatment for mental illness was not the only
one advocated at this time. Heller (1987) states that music was associated with two
modes of treatment: (1) palliative and (2) adaptive. Music used in a palliative man
ner was employed in hospitals and other institutions and was directed toward health
care goals. On the other hand, music used in an adaptive manner was employed in
schools and was directed toward educational goals. According to Heller (1987),
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music was primarily used in educating individuals with hearing and visual disorders
from the late 1700's through the 1800's. Solomon (1980, p. 236) and Heller (1987,
p.44) state that music's role in special education has been mostly ignored by histor
ians. This omission may be due to the feeling of bias against the disabled, especially
the mentally ill, that was present in the United States (Heller, 1987, p. 44; Taylor,
1981). Nonetheless, music used in the education of the deaf can be traced to the early
19th century (Solomon, 1980).
Adaptive Music Therapy
Music played a part in early attempts to educate and train children with dis
abilities (Solomon, 1980, p. 241). During the 1800's, most of the emphasis on the use
of music with exceptional children dealt with those individuals who were either
retarded in their speech development or had impaired hearing. An educator who used
music to develop "auditory discrimination skills" was Jean-Marc-Gaspard Itard. He
used bells and drums to train the "wild boy of Aveyron" to distinguish between
differing sounds (Solomon, 1980, p. 236). Edouard Seguin used similar methods to
train "mentally defective" individuals to recognize sounds and relate these differing
sounds to hearing and speech patterns (Solomon, 1980, p. 237). There were also a
variety of schools that used similar methods to teach rhythms, sounds, and musical
recognition.
Examples of the use of adaptive music therapy in the nineteenth century
include the following: (a) the Perkins School for the Blind in South Boston in 1832,
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which was the first actual establishment of music in an institution; (b) the New York
School for the Blind in the 1840' s; ( c) the American Asylum for the Deaf, also in the
1840's; (d) the creation in 1848 of a curriculum for education of the deaf which
included music instruction; and (e) an article by an Ohio physician, Charles Hope
Merz, appearing in the Cinncinat [sic] Lancet-Clinic and advocating vocal music in
public schools (Heller, 1987). One of the first documented references to the use of
music in an adaptive manner was written in 1883 for the Kindergarten and Primary
School for Hearing and Deaf Children, Washington, D. C. (Solomon, 1980, p. 239).
Other institutions using music in an adaptive manner were the Ohio Institution for the
Education of the Deaf and Dumb, the Virginia Institution for the Education of the
Deaf and Dumb, the Illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb, the
Clarke Institution for the Deaf-Mutes, the Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind,
the Mccowen Oral School in Chicago, and the Warren Articulation School of New
York (Solomon, 1980, pp. 238-239).
Articles advocating the use of music as a diagnostic tool with children and
adults with hearing and visual disabilities were written by Maennel, Montessori,
Shuttleworth and Potts, Young, Hollander, Groszmann, Bridie, Wallin, and Anderson
(Solomon, 1980, p. 240). In 1909 Maennel reported on the use of music with regard
to the "examination of children" for admittance to "auxiliary schools" (Solomon,
1980, p. 240). Under the topic heading of "Singing," Maennel specifically discussed
"hearing, sense ofrhythm, 'music memory,' fondness for music" (quoted in Solomon,
1980, p. 240). In 1912 Holmes described the process of teaching a child to hear as
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that of a teacher tapping rhythms, followed by the child trying to reproduce the pat
tern of taps. Holmes also described this process as a test to determine if a child could
recognize the sound of one instrument from another. Montessori used the same type
of method as Itard (1805), in which a child learned to distinguish what was heard
from the sound of bells and drums.
In 1916, Shuttlesworth and Potts, Hollander, and Young wrote about their
methods that were concerned with using music with "mental defectives" to train them
in hearing and speech (Solomon, 1980, p. 240). Shuttlesworth and Potts claimed that
music had the ability to keep a child's attention, compared to speech. They also
claimed that music exercised a child's practice of distinguishing among sounds of
instruments, as Holmes had in 1912. According to Shuttlesworth and Potts, music
was a "stepping stone to speech" (Solomon, 1980, p. 240). In many instances, a child
would hum the melody of a song before he or she could say the words.

In 1917, Groszmann encouraged the use of music to help students learn
vowels at different pitch and intensity levels. That same year Bridie described an
activity in which the teacher was behind a screen and played instruments for the stu
dents to identify. These instruments included bells, whistles, horns, rattles, bagpipe,
and piano (Solomon, 1980, p. 241). Wallin practiced a method developed by Emile
Jaques-Dalcroze called "eurhythmics." This technique was designed to "develop coor
dination of mind and body" by using musical training accompanied by body move
ments (Solomon, 1980, p. 241). In 1928, Anderson wrote about his use of music to
help "develop speech in the stuttering and nonspeaking child" (Solomon, 1980, p.
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241 ). Heller (1987) states that "the era concluded with implementation of organized
musical activities in institutions for visually-handicapped and hearing-impaired
students." (p. 35).
Though articles about music therapy continued to appear in professional and
popular magazines in the 1890' s, there was generally. little growth in the field of
music therapy as a whole. Musicians, physicians, psychiatrists, and other individuals
who promoted music worked on their own rather than with each other (Davis, 1987).
As Heller (1987) describes this period:
a lacuna of nearly a century occurred before serious organization of the field
after World War II. Reasons for this extended period of development are dif
ficult to discern and probably may be found in the history of medicine in gen
eral and in the traditional attitudes of Americans toward handicapped persons,
particularly the mentally ill. In contrast with developments in music educa
tion, the music therapy field lacked a political force to complement its histori
cal, philosophical, and experimental efforts. Additionally, music therapy did
not attract an expanding group of supporters and practitioners who might have
made unique contributions to the enterprise as it grew and developed (p. 44).
Palliative Music Therapy
In the 1900's, palliative music therapy continued to grow sporadically. With
the invention of the phonograph in 1877 and records in 1896, music was more fre
quently used in hospitals (Taylor, 1981). According to Boxberger (1962):
(m)usic was used in wards as a diversion during the day and as an aid for sleep
at night. Its use was also reported in the operating rooms to mitigate the dread
of operations; it was considered effective during local analgesia. (p. 139)
Music also proved to be of great help during application of anesthesia to patients
(Taylor, 1981). During World Wars I and II, palliative music therapy was primarily
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used in psychiatric hospitals (Heller, 1987, p. 41).
Letters and articles about the benefits of using music in a medical environment
appeared in journals and magazines. Dr. Corning's article, "The Use of Musical
Vibrations Before and During Sleep" is an example of "scientific investigation
applied to musical effects" (Taylor, 1981, p. 63). In 1914, the American Medical
Association (AMA) officially acknowledged the "possible therapeutic applications of
music in general hospital treatment" when it published a letter received from Dr. Evan
O'Neil Kane (Taylor, 1981, p. 63). Kane wrote of the "calming" effects that music
had on all personnel, including the patient, the staff, and others involved, in his
operating room (Larsson, 1928; Taylor, 1981). According to Larsson (1928), Kane
described music as a diversion for the patient when played on a phonograph during
surgery.
In 1929, Duke University Hospital became the first hospital to be constructed
with musical hardware for patients to use. Patients confined to beds had access to:
radio reception through earphones, sponge rubber cushioned reception units,
or wall mounted speakers on children's and infants' floors. Similar speakers
were installed in ward utility and preparation rooms for music during mono
tonous tasks, and both tap-ins and speakers were present in all recovery rooms
(Pickrell, Metzger, Wilde, Broadbent, and Edwards, 1950, from Taylor, 1981,
p. 66).
Taylor (1981) states that the construction of Duke University Hospital with musical
facilities available to its staff and patients represented the "first permanent commit
ment to hospital music" (p. 66).
In 1932, a device called the "silent gramophone" was constructed by a physi
cian, A F. Erdmann, for calming his patients (Taylor, 198 I). Rather than delivering
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music to everyone present in the operating room, this device allowed certain indi
viduals, such as the patient, to hear music. Taylor (1981) describes the "silent gramo
phone" as follows:
Instead of a complete phonograph, it included only a turntable on A C. current
with an electrical pick-up, a separate volume control device, telephone ear
pieces to place on the head or under a pillow, and a separate receiver for the
anesthetist. This apparatus effectively delivered selected music at a specific
time to a limited number of persons (Erdmann, 1934, from Taylor, 1981, p.
67).
Dr. Erdmann presented his invention in December, 1932, to the New York Society of
Anesthesiologists. He was accompanied by other advocates of music in hospitals,
including Ada Cox Fisher, pianist and music therapist Harriet Ayer Seymour, and
baritone Everett A Engstrom (Taylor, 1981). (Seymour worked with veterans of
World War I by providing music therapy to them [Davis, 1993, p. 41]. She was also
involved in other activities advocating the therapeutic use of music [please refer to p.
23 of this document].) About 1950, Ruppenthal began using a "wired music system"
in his work as a music therapist at Topeka State Hospital (Miller, 1998, p. 110).
Ruppenthal began soliciting donations of used musical and electronic equipment. He
believed that through the use of his sound system of radios and a reconstructed carrier
transmitter that he could effectively change the behaviors of patients throughout the
hospital (Miller, 1998).
Individuals in Music Therapy
Esther L. Gatewood focused on the use of music with "anesthesia and analge
sia" (Taylor, 1981, p. 64) in an address published in 1920. Like Mathews in the
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1800's (Davis, 1987, p. 78), Gatewood believed in the following concepts: (a) using
patient-preferred music; (b) using the iso principle of initially matching music to the
patient's mood and gradually changing it; and (c) focusing attention on one of two
sensory stimuli present (music versus pain), in order to divert the patient's attention in
a positive direction.
Another proponent of the power of music to affect emotions was Ida L. Hyde
of the State University of Kansas. Hyde studied the effects of vocal or instrumental
music upon the "pulse rate and pressure, systolic and diastolic pressures, relative
velocity of blood flow, and electrocardiograms of fifteen subjects" (Taylor, 1981, p.
65). In 1924 she reported her conclusions that physical and physiological changes
were influenced by music (Taylor, 1981), a concept echoed by Larsson (1928).
A study published by J. A McGlinn in 1930 recommended the use of music to
reduce negative side effects of gaseous anesthesia, especially in gynecology and
obstetrics (Taylor, 1981). In 1935, a dentist, E. S. Best, reported on his use of music
to block pain. This use of music was exactly what Mathews (Davis, 1987) and
Gatewood (Taylor, 1981) had theorized earlier. In 1938, the New York Times carried
a description of work done in pediatric wards and orthopedic wards by Harriet Ayer
Seymour and Isabel Parkman (Boxberger, 1962, p. 142; Taylor, 1981, p.68).
Seymour was the Chairperson of the Hospital Music Committee of State Charities Aid
Association, New York City (Boxberger, 1962, p. 142; Davis, 1993; Taylor, 1981),
and Parkman was employed at Bellevue Hospital (Taylor, 1981).
Music therapy continued to be used in a palliative manner in the 1940' s. In

1944, an article written by Esther Goetz Gilliland stated that experiments proved
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"irrefutably" the power of music to affect the body (Taylor, 1981, p. 68). Most of
Gilliland's work was devoted to neuropsychiatric applications. In 1944, Kenneth
Pickrell and his associates used music in all areas of surgical procedure and in other
hospital departments. Successful use of music in treatment caught the attention of the
military, which studied the usefulness of musical applications in veterans' hospitals.
As a result of its studies, the military ruled that music was not to be classified with
other "drugs" as therapy; the designation of "music therapist" was "disallowed" until
"validated," and music was to be used for convalescence only (Taylor, 1981, p. 70).
Despite this setback, music continued to be advocated as a means of diversion from
pain and a way to reduce amounts of anesthesia administered to patients. For exam
ple, a large-scale project (200 patients) conducted in 1948 at the University of
Chicago Clinics employed "selected" music before and after hospital procedures and
reported benefits to patients (Taylor, 1981, p. 70). In 1949, several Chicago surgeons
used music during surgery that involved patients on whom routine medication had lit
tle effect. Most of these patients requested semi-classical music and were encouraged
to choose selections that were not stimulating but would hold their attention (Taylor,
1981).
Willem Van de Wall was another individual who strongly supported the thera
peutic uses of music. Between World Wars I and II, Van de Wall worked to develop
music therapy programs in mental hospitals and prisons. In addition, he received
grants enabling him to publish several important books, including Music in

Institutions in 1936. Other activities in which Van de Wall was involved included
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teaching music and health at Columbia University from 1925 to 1932 and serving on
the Bureau of Mental Health in Pennsylvania as a field representative in charge of
music and other therapeutic programs. According to Davis et al. (1992), Van de
Wall's job as field representative was developed in order to improve conditions in
Pennsylvania psychiatric hospitals. As a result, Van de Wall's first hospital music
program in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was developed at Allentown State
Hospital for Mental Diseases during the late 1920's (Davis et al., 1992, pp. 29-30).
Early Organizations Promoting Music Therapy
In the 1900's, organizations were created in order to promote the use of music
in a therapeutic manner. One of the early organizations was the National Therapeutic
Society of New York City, created in 1903 by Eva Augusta Vescelius (Boxberger,
1962, pp. 140-141; Taylor, 1981, p. 64). Vescelius founded the organization to study
and promote the advancement of music as it relates to "life and health," as well as the
"intelligent employment of music in the homes of the sick, in hospitals, and in asy
lums" (Davis, 1993, p. 35). (Davis (1993] states that Vescelius established an organi
zation in 1903 called the National Society for Musical Therapeutics [p. 35]. It is
unclear if this organization was the same as the National Therapeutic Society of New
York City, created in 1903.) Vescelius believed that musicians planning to use music
therapeutically should first be well-trained as therapists (Davis et al., 1992, p. 27).
In 1918, Margaret Anderton began a new course at Columbia University

called "Musicotherapy" (Taylor, 1981), which could be considered the first music
therapy course to be offered at a college or a university in the United States (de
l'Etoile, 2000). Anderton was a British musician who had worked with Canadian
soldiers of World War I suffering from orthopedic disabilities and paralysis. As Atlee
had in the 1800' s (Davis, 1987), Anderton believed that patients suffering from physi
cal infirmities would improve their chances for recovery by producing music them
selves (Davis et al., 1992; Larsson, 1928). However, patients with psychological inju
ries should receive music from properly trained music therapists (Davis et al., 1992).
Larsson (1928) states that World War I veterans suffering from shellshock were dis
tracted from their disabilities when they were involved in creating music. Those who
stuttered were able to sing, those with brain damage could remember words to songs
and subsequently sing, and the rhythm of the music helped the patients to order them
selves (Larsson, 1928). Music was also used for recreational and motivational pur
poses among troops stationed overseas. As Maybee (1943) states:
In World War I the "Y" huts were the scenes of many a stimulating "sing"
when the soldiers sang "Katy," "Pull Your Shades Down, Mary Ann," "Liza
Jane," "Long, Long Trail," "Home Fires," "Let Me Call You Sweetheart," and
many other songs to their liking. This was real participation, and the men got
a real "kick" out of really singing themselves. (p. 5)
Maybee continues:
(T)here is nothing so uplifting to the spirit of the individual as joining with
fellows in inspiring song. Nothing is so effective in relieving the tenseness of
jangled nerves, restoring buoyancy in moments of sinking fatigue, or keeping
the light of hope burning in time of dark discouragement. The men need song,
and they need to make it themselves. (1943, p. 5)
In 1926, another organization was formed which promoted the palliative use
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of music in hospitals. This organization, the National Association for Music in Hos-
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pitals, was created by Isa Maud Ilsen to function as a department of music within the
hospitals (Davis, 1993; Taylor, 1981). Ilsen was a musician, nurse, and hospital exec
utive and, like Anderton, had worked with Canadian soldiers who were injured in
World War I. In 1918 Ilsen became the Director of Hospital Music in World War I
reconstruction hospitals for the American Red Cross.

In 1919 she lectured at

Columbia University in "musicotherapy" (Davis, 1993). Ilsen advocated the belief
that music affects the patient's mood, saying "hospital music must 'arouse vital func
tions of the body' " (quoted in Taylor, 1981, p. 65). She felt as Anderton did, that
training to be a music therapist was essential before actually becoming employed as
one (Davis et al., 1992, p. 27).
As time went on, other organizations were created in support of music therapy.
In 1938, the Hospital Music Committee, State Charities Aid Association, New York
City, was formed, with Harriet Ayer Seymour as its chairperson. Seymour later
founded the National Foundation for Music Therapy in 1941. During World War II,
an organization called the Hospitalized Veterans Music Service was formed. In 1944,
the Committee for the Use of Music in Hospitals, which supervised the progress of
music therapy programs in mental hospitals, appointed Willem Van de Wall as its
chairperson (Davis, Gfeller, & Thaut, 1992, pp. 29-30). The Committee on Music in
Therapy, a part of the Music Teachers National Association, was created in the late
1940's.
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Pioneers of Music Therapy
In the later 1900's, individuals continued to work to advance music therapy.
Included among these "pioneers of music therapy" were Ira Altschuler, Roy
Underwood, E. Thayer Gaston, Edwina Eustis, Esther Goetz Gilliland, Wayne S.
Ruppenthal, Robert F. Unkefer, and Carol M. Collins (see Appendix A for pictures of
Underwood, Gaston, Michel, and Ruppenthal). Though the use of music therapy was
prevalent from the 1900's until 1940's, it was not used regularly. Despite the efforts
of Vescelius, Ilsen, Seymour, Van de Wall, and others, music therapy had not yet
emerged as a profession (Davis et al., 1992, pp. 29-30).
Emerging Themes
Three major themes surfaced in the evolution of the music therapy profession
at this time: (1) clinical practice, (2) a need for organization, and (3) a formalization
of the field. The first theme, clinical practice, dealt primarily with the therapeutic use
of music in mental institutions and with the war wounded. In the early 1960's music
therapists would begin to work with clients in other areas, such as education.
According to Boxberger (1962), there was a need for a professional organiza
tion for music therapy after World War II for the following reasons: (a) "to provide
stability and direction to the diverse practices that prevailed;" and (b) "to give assis
tance in the delineation of music therapy as a means of treatment" (p. 133). As Heller
(1987) states, the NAMT came into existence "in the late 1940's and early 1950's ...
on the crest of extensive postwar interest" (p. 44). With the formation of the NAMT
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m 1950, an organization was created for presenting and publishing applications of
music therapy. As a result, publication of studies increased (Taylor, 1981).
The third theme, formalization of the music therapy field, came in the form of
curriculum for training music therapists. In 1952, the NAMT approved a curriculum
for this purpose. Solomon (1970) lists WMU as one. of fifteen training programs
recognized by the NAMT in its 1968 listing of accredited schools (see Appendix E,
"NAMT-Accredited Institutions in 1968"). Since that time, the number of music ther
apy programs at the college and university level has grown to 68, as of 26 June 2001
(AMTA Member Association, 2001, pp. 198-202).
Need for Studies
There has not been a comparable increase of interest in the histories of music
therapy training programs. To date, only a few historical studies of music therapy
programs exist. According to Solomon and Heller (1982), "(h)istorical research,
though quite different in some respects from descriptive and experimental research, is
an equally valid way of knowing about music therapy" (p. 162). They continue by
stating: "(H)istorical research in music therapy is the careful and systematic study or
investigation of the past practices, materials, institutions, and people involved in
therapeutic applications of music" (p. 165). They further state:
Historical research is a valid way of knowing what has occurred. Historical
research in music therapy assumes a temporal bond which connects persons,
events, ideas, and the like. Historical knowledge is awareness of cause and
effect, progression through time, and antecedents and consequences. . . .
Among the possible consequences of historical research are: (a) a better under
standing of the present; (b) a richer basis of information; (c) a more complete
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record; (d) a more accurate accounting; and (e) a clearer explanation of com
plex ideas. (p. 166)
Solomon and Heller (1982) describe the job of the historian as one of creating "a pic
ture of the past in the reader's mind. Historical research is more than a chronological
ordering of events; it must tell the story" (p. 170).
According to Solomon and Heller (1982):
The benefits of historical research in music therapy to practice occur in three
principal ways: (a) they can educate or inform; (b) they can inspire or moti
vate; and (c) they can unify or organize. The educative uses of historical re
search results seem basic to almost any practical endeavor. It is neither neces
sary nor desirable to abandon all or even most of what has been learned in and
about the past to succeed in the present and plan for the future. The problems
involved in music therapy practice have been met under a variety of circum
stances in various times and places throughout history. Giving an account of
these situations is a basic task of historical research. (p. 171)
Therapists, clients, and students also have a vital interest in the results of
historical research in music therapy. Little is known, but much more can be
known about how music has been used in therapy. Methods and materials,
techniques and literature, skills and concepts have not been defined overnight.
They represent the accumulated wisdom of many past labors. Therapists do
not need to "reinvent the wheel" at each moment of the therapeutic process.
Trends in music therapy have a demonstrated propensity to recur, sometimes
with alarming frequency and intensity. Music therapists have been known to
jump on the nearest bandwagon and head relentlessly for a previously experi
enced extreme of a pendulum swing. (p. 172)
Solomon and Heller (1982) conclude that "Studies that have already been completed
provide a coalescing basis for present and future efforts. . . . Historians need to again
examine trends and current assumptions" (p. 176). They further conclude:
Biographies, institutional and organizational histories, local and urban histo
ries, developmental histories, and accounts of all aspects of music therapy and
its materials are needed. . . . The strengths of the area [historical research in
music therapy] are its traditional importance as a way of knowing, its compre
hensibility to diverse interests, its constant concern for accuracy and reality,
and its potential for contributing to an understanding of the human elements in
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music therapy. The greatest strength of historical research in music therapy
may very likely be its future. (p. 177)
Certainly, studies of music therapy programs at the college and university
level would be of historical importance to the field of music therapy at local and
regional levels, as well as at the national level. Two such studies were found that
describe the development of music therapy programs in university settings (Laughlin,
1975; O'Connell, 1990).
Laughlin discusses the development of the Music Therapy program at the
University of Kansas from its inception to 1971, concentrating upon the "training and
degree program for music therapists" (Laughlin, 1975, p.1) and focusing upon the
areas of "program and curriculum development, research, and positions held by and
contributions of program graduates" (Laughlin, 1975, p. 5). This university was the
first in the United States to offer a graduate degree in Music Therapy, Master of
Music Education in Functional Music (M. M. E.), in 1949. According to Johnson
(1973):
(t)he first student to complete the required courses and enter clinical training
was Wayne Ruppenthal. He began his clinical training in August, 1948, and
six months later became the first trained music therapist with a graduate
degree in functional music, presumably in the world. (p. 83)
In 1950, Robert F. Unkefer also graduated from the University of Kansas. He became
Assistant Professor of Music at MSU in 1956 (Michigan State University, 1956, p. 86,
p. 104; Michigan State University, 1957a, p. 322, p. 424), Assistant Professor of
Music and Psychology in 1957 (Michigan State University, 1957b, p. 78, p. 99, p.
102; Michigan State University, 1958, p. 336), and later the Director of the Music
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Therapy Program at MSU (R. F. Unkefer, personal communication, October 7, 2001).
Johnson (1973) states that "the majority of teachers of music therapy have been
graduates of the University of Kansas" (p. 113), including Donald E. Michel (Florida
State University), Charles Braswell (Loyola University, New Orleans), Robert F.
Unkefer (Michigan State University), Charles Eagle. (Texas Women's University,
Denton), Richard Graham (University of Georgia), and William W. Sears (University
of Kansas) (Johnson, 1973, p. 113). Central to the beginning, growth, and develop
ment of the Music Therapy program at the University of Kansas was E. Thayer
Gaston, who was primarily responsible for establishing the curriculum of the program
(see Appendix A for pictures of Gaston and Michel). In 1957, an undergraduate cur
riculum based on the NAMT requirements adopted in 1952 was added, which led to a
music therapy degree (Laughlin, 1975). Gaston was also responsible for establishing
a music laboratory for student therapists, complete with two-way mirrors for observa
tion of clinic sessions, work and storage areas, and music equipment. Students and
staff were able to take advantage of the following equipment for their research and
training:
(1) Sound generating equipment, including amplifiers, audio generators and
oscillators, an intonation trainer, a metronome, microphones, pre
amplifiers, speakers, tape recorders, tuners, tuning forks, and turntables;
(2) Sound measuring equipment, including a Conn Dynalevel, a graphic level
recorder, ocillographs, ocillosocpes [sic], a recording attenuator, a sound
and vibration analyzer, a sound level meter, and a Stroboconn;
(3) Response measuring equipment, including a deceptograph, a digital coun
ter, and an event recorder; and
(4) Additional equipment, including brain and ear models, headphones, a
microfilm reader, a Monroe calculator, an opaque projector, an overhead
projector, a slide projector, video tape equipment, and volt-ohm meters
(Laughlin, 1975, p. 19).
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According to Laughlin, this was the "first psychology of music laboratory in a United
States university music or music education department" (Laughlin, 1975, p. 19).
The University of the Pacific (UOP), whose Music Therapy program was the
subject of a study by O'Connell (1990), was initiated by Wilhelmina Harbert in 1937.
(The name of the institution at this time was the "College of the Pacific" [COP].) In
1946, the music therapy major was approved at the COP, and, in 1948, a budget pro
viding "professional status to music therapy" was given legislative approval by the
California State Board of Mental Hygiene (O'Connell, 1990, p. 90). Citing a 1951
UOP Music Therapy brochure listing classes required for an undergraduate degree in
Music Therapy, O'Connell states that graduate courses were available, culminating in
a Master of Music degree with a concentration in Music Therapy (O'Connell, 1990).
Much like the University of Kansas, student therapists were provided with training
facilities that included a music therapy laboratory.

In 1948, a grant from the

Rosenberg Foundation made improvements to the lab possible.
In addition to the studies concerning Music Therapy programs at the
University of Kansas and at the UOP, several studies have referred to the evolution of
curricula of undergraduate and graduate music therapy programs (Boxberger, 1963;
de l'Etoile, 2000; Solomon, 1984). De l 'Etoile (2000) traces the development of the
undergraduate music therapy curriculum from its beginnings as a Music Therapy
course at Columbia University in 1919 to its adoption by the NAMT in 1952.
Boxberger states that the NAMT was formed by music therapy professionals in 1950
in an effort to provide "stability and direction to the diverse practices ( of music
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therapy) that prevailed," as well as "give assistance in the delineation of music ther
apy as a means of treatment" (Boxberger, 1962, p. 133). Gilliland, described by
Taylor as a "recognized leader in early attempts to organize the music therapy profes
sion" (Taylor, 1981, p. 68) was among those individuals seeking to provide music
therapy with a professional identity "based on value and potential of music as a thera
peutic modality" (Boxberger, 1962, p. 133). According to Boxberger (1963), educa
tional standards, including a core curriculum for undergraduate music therapy, were
presented and approved at the 3rd Annual NAMT Conference in 1952. Subsequent
NAMT conferences saw standards and procedures for the certification of music thera
pists established and training programs formally approved (Boxberger, 1963).
In his study of the history of the NAMT after 1960, Solomon (1984) traces the
evolution of the music therapy curriculum for both bachelor and master degrees in
music therapy, citing three important changes that occurred in the area of curriculum
in the early 1960's: (1) the ending of the "grandfather clause" on December 31, 1960;
(2) the establishment of the first NAMT-approved

graduate

curriculum; and (3) the

raising of clinical training standards, including the requirements that internship train
ing sites be supervised by a registered music therapist and be six months in length
(1984, pp. 158-159). (The " grandfather clause" is defined by Solomon [1984] as "an
open registration period from 1958 through 1960 for people practicing music therapy
but lacking college degrees or holding college degrees in areas other than music ther
apy" [p. 158] which ended on December 31, 1960.)
This study was undertaken not only because of the paucity of historical studies

concerning music therapy programs, but also because of the need for a model to
follow when conducting research of this nature. As Solomon and Heller (1982)
stated, learning about music therapy from a historical standpoint is just as valid as
from a descriptive or experimental one (p. 162). Therefore, it is appropriate and
timely to conduct a historical study of the history of the WMU Music Therapy
program.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
Two questions were posed to guide this investigation. Information essential to
answer those two questions came from a critical examination of the following
sources: (a) documents from the regional archives of the Great Lakes Region (housed
at the Maybee Music and Dance Library, WMU); (b) documents from the Regional
History Collection & Archives, WMU; (c) personal records (including letters, memos,
and records of the officers and committee members responsible for the policies and
activities affecting the WMU Music Therapy program); and (d) oral histories.
Both written and oral sources of information were subjected to external and
internal criticism in order to determine whether or not they were authentic and accur
ate. External criticism, as defined by Solomon (1995), is the process by which evi
dence is authenticated or proven to be what it appears to be. In this case, sources
were selected that were deemed reputable, accurate, and that corroborated others
when possible. Solomon (1995) defines internal criticism as the process of deter
mining the truthfulness of information gained from the evidence. In this situation,
sources were determined to be accurate when there were dates and locations available.
Many of these sources may be considered "public documents."
Assumptions and biases in this study were: (a) the belief that NAMT-approved
music therapy programs during the time span 1950-1980 contained similar course
32
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requirements; (b) the belief that "historical research in music therapy is valuable in
both an intrinsic (importance, meaning, value) and an extrinsic (usefulness, applica
bility, relevance)" manner (Solomon, 1984, p. 9); and (c) the belief that music therapy
is an essential and powerful discipline and that research that promotes better under
standing of it is of value (Solomon, 1984).
This study was chronologically limited to the time period beginning with the
establishment of Western State Normal School to the evolution of the WMU Music
Therapy program in 1980.
The procedures of this study were conducted in the following manner:
1. Identify possible sources of information from the four major sources: (1)
documents at the regional archives of the Great Lakes Region, (2) documents from the
WMU Regional History Collection & Archives, (3) personal records, and (4) oral his
tories. (Documents pertaining to this study were found in the regional archives of the
Great Lakes Region and in the WMU Regional History Collection & Archives, as
well as inter-office memos and information from the WMU Music Department. Per
sonal records and oral histories were obtained from individuals interviewed about the
Music Therapy program at WMU. Additional sources of information were found at
the Kalamazoo Public Library and at the Kalamazoo State Hospital.)
2. Collect information relating to the research questions by reading available
documents and interviewing individuals involved in the development of the WMU
Music Therapy program. (Available documents were read and individuals involved in
the development of the WMU Music Therapy program were interviewed.

Infonnation from these sources appears in "Chapter IV: Results" of this study.)
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3. Critically examine collected sources of infonnation for authenticity and
relevancy by applying the techniques of external and internal criticism, as previously
described. (Sources were critically examined for authenticity and relevancy by apply
ing the techniques of external and internal criticism. Those
that satisfied the require
.
ments were used in this study.)
4. Identify landmark accomplishments and important contributions that relate
to the Music Therapy program at WMU. (Landmark accomplishments and important
contributions relating to the Music Therapy program at WMU are discussed as they
relate to the research questions in "Chapter V: Discussion and Recommendations" of
this study.)
5. Establish an introductory timeline according to important events relating to
the WMU Music Therapy program and integrating relevant infonnation into it. (A
timeline for the WMU Music Therapy program and related events from 1903-1980
appears in Appendix F, "Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related
Events, 1903 - 1980.")
6. Write a history of the WMU Music Therapy program from its origin to
1980. (A history of the WMU Music Therapy program from its origin to 1980
appears in "Chapter IV: Results" of this study.)

CHAPTERIV
RESULTS
The results of this investigation will be discussed in three chronologically
based sections: (1) "Origins and Early Development: 1829 - 1948", (2) "Growth of
School of Music and Music Therapy Program: 1949 - 1974", and (c) "Transitions:
1970- 1980."
Origins and Early Development: 1829- 1948
Although the merger of the Kalamazoo State Occupational Therapy School
and WMU did not take place until 1944, there was a close relationship between the
community of Kalamazoo, the Kalamazoo State Hospital, and WMU from the mid1800' s.
Birth of Kalamazoo
The land on which Kalamazoo is located was deeded to the United States in
1827 by the PotawatomiIndians and the first settlers, led by Titus Bronson, arrived in
1829. The town was named for Bronson, but after he committed the crime of stealing
a cherry tree in 1837, the townspeople renamed the town "Kalamazoo." The name
comes from the Indian word "Kikalamazoo," meaning "rapids at the river crossing" or
"boiling water."
35
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Kalamazoo Asylum for the Insane
The community of Kalamazoo had a very close relationship with the
Kalamazoo Asylum for the Insane. The civic leaders lobbied strenuously with the
state of Michigan to secure the state's first "Asylum for the Insane." Massie (1997)
adds that:
another thing that might have helped Kalamazoo win this prize (the
Kalamazoo Asylum for the Insane) was the fact that Epaphroditus Ransom
from Kalamazoo was governor, and Charles E. Stuart, later a senator, also
from Kalamazoo, was a member of the committee that decided on the location
(p. 9).
The land where the hospital first began was given by the town in 1859. The towns
people gave ten acres in the heart of the city, in addition to certain other inducements
to capture the hospital, because of the enormous economic boon it would be for the
populace (Massie, 1997, p. 9). Because of the growth of the hospital, the first site was
too small and was traded for a 160-acre farm outside the city limits, located on what is
now Oakland Drive.
Western State Normal School
In 1903, the city fathers campaigned and secured another state facility, whose
purpose "as constituted by law" was to "prepare teachers for public school service"
(Western State Normal School, 1915, p. 17). At this time, schools of this nature were
called "normal" schools (see Appendix F, "Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Pro
gram and Related Events, 1903-1948"). Western State Normal School (WSNS) was
one of four normal schools established by the Michigan State Legislature in 1903

(Dunbar, 1963, pp. 201-203; Havira, 1995, p. 51). The school began as a two-year
teacher training program, including a preparatory department for its students and a
model school for practice teaching (Havira, 1995, p. 51). The first classes contained
almost 100 students and began in June of 1904 (Western Michigan College, 1955, p.
2).

Occupational Therapy at Kalamazoo State Hospital
From its beginnings in 1859, the population at the Kalamazoo State Hospital
grew to over 2000 by the early 1900's. At the same time, the enrollment at WSNS
was about 800, and the population of Kalamazoo was near 40,000 (Massie, 1997,
p.14). The hospital encouraged a work-therapy environment by letting the patients
grow their own food, raise livestock, and engage in various sewing and craft activities. As Marion R. Spear (1961) states:
Between 1859 and 1908, patients were employed at the hospital and at the
Colony Farm after the latter was opened. The women patients did needle
work, housework and cooking; and both a green house and library were pro
vided for them. At one time the library was receiving regularly over I 00 local
newspapers. Entertainment included the weekly picture show (a double stere
opticon lantern was provided in 1880) and entertainments given by attendants
and outside groups; and by 1900 weekly dances, musicals and card parties
were being held.
In 1908 basketmaking was taught by Eleanor Judson the Art Director at the
"Normal School", [sic] now Western Michigan University. The annual report
that year expressed a need for an Industrial Building to employ men not able
to work on the farm and to take care of patients during the idle winter months.
In 1910, Florence Marsh, the Musical Director at the "Normal School" con
ducted a class for women at the hospital. There was also in that year a class in
physical culture conducted for men, and a hospital orchestra and band. (pp.
64-65)
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In 1918, Spear became the director of Occupational Therapy at the KSH.
Under her supervision all activities were not work-related. She added woodworking
equipment and a pottery kiln and began introducing plays and pageants. Massie
(1997) describes what photographs in scrapbooks in the WMU Archives from that
period show:
a crowd of patients in a pageant, dressed in strange appearing medieval cos
tumes and waving wooden swords while gathered out under the trees in front
of the State hospital. It is not documented how motorists driving along
Oakland Drive reacted to such spectacles (p. 18).
By 1922, Spear and three additional occupational therapists were treating
almost 700 patients each day. Because Spear had difficulty finding qualified person
nel, she approached the hospital director, Dr. Ostrander, with the idea of starting a
training school at KSH. Although he was not receptive to the idea at first, he began to
hear that other people thought it would be productive and subsequently gave his
approval. According to Massie (1997): "(o)ne of only five then in existence in the
nation, Miss Spear's 0. T. School opened in July 1922 with two students" (p. 20).
Collaboration Between KSH and WSNS
According to Massie (1997):
Beginning in 1935 all students were required to complete two years of courses
on Westem's campus prior to being accepted in the 0. T. School . . . . By
1936, the course had been extended to 27 months to meet the minimum
requirements for registration with the American Medical Association (AMA).
(pp. 23-24)
Western State Teachers College (with a name change from WSNS to WSTC in 1927)
awarded graduates of the 0. T. School credit for one-third work toward a Bachelors
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degree.
In 1944, the inauguration of an extensive Works and Public Administration
(WPA) program provided 20 workers who mended 39,774 articles of clothing under
0. T. School supervision. In 1938, the music and recreation departments, which had
previously functioned independently, became a part of the 0. T. department. The
choir and orchestra performed for weekly church services and patient dances.
Minstrel shows, pageants, and plays by patients were a regular feature (Spear, 1961,
p. 66).
The War Years
During the years following the attack on Pearl Harbor and the United States'
subsequent entrance into World War II, there was a demand for more occupational
therapists. As a result, the Kalamazoo 0. T. School grew to meet the need. By 1944,
220 students had been accepted and 189 graduated since its beginnings. Partly as a
result of its expansion during wartime, the school was transferred from KSH to
Western Michigan College of Education in 1944 (Shilling, 1944, pp. 1-2) (WSTC had
undergone another name change in 1941).
Occupational Therapy School at WMC
Miss Spear and Jane Thomas joined the WMC staff and were accorded faculty
status (Massie, 1997, p. 27). In the Western Michigan College News Magazine for
Fall, 1943 (Western Michigan College, 1943, p. 7), an article appeared announcing a
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grant of $4000 from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek. The money was
to be used for loans and scholarships for students in the Occupational Therapy Pro
gram. In 1950 the 0. T. Department moved into McCracken Hall and in 1956 into the
Department of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences (Massie, 1997, pp. 31-32).
Music at WSNS
Music appears to have been an important part of WMU's early history. Dur
ing the second summer term of WSNS (1905), Miss Florence Marsh taught teachers'
music, kindergarten music, voice culture, and elementary harmony (Western State
Normal School, 1905a, pp. 25-26). Marsh was also listed as teaching the following
music courses during the fall term at WSNS: "Elements of Vocal Music" and
"Teachers' Course in Music" (both required courses); and "Harmony," "History of
Music," "Voice Culture," Kindergarten Music," and "Course of Study" (Western
State Normal School, 1905b, pp. 48-49).

Spear (1961) mentions that in 1910,

"Florence Marsh, the Musical Director at the 'Normal School,' conducted classes for
women at the Hospital" (p. 64).
An account of the Men's Glee Club activities appears in the Western State
Normal Alumni Magazine, dated May 1, 1926. The glee club, directed by Harper C.
Maybee and accompanied by an eight-piece jazz orchestra, was already touring suc
cessfully and receiving enthusiastic response at this time. According to the magazine:
The Traverse City Record-Eagle had a review of the concert in which it was
said that "Traverse City was convinced that Western Normal unquestionably
presents the best men's musical entertainment of any Michigan college" and
that the concert "testified to the effective schooling of Western Normal".
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(Western State Normal School, 1926, p. 1)
WSNS also had a band, which was "one of the oldest institutions on campus," accord
ing to the Western State Teachers College Alumni Magazine of 1940 (Western State
Teachers College, 1940b, p. 4).
WSNS was growing as an educational institution. In 1904-5, there were only
12 faculty members, of which one, Florence Marsh, was the music faculty (Western
State Normal School, 1905a, pp. 25-26). According to Meretta (2002), Marsh was the
seventh faculty member of all departments hired by Dwight Waldo, who was presi
dent of WSNS at that time (L. V. Meretta, personal communication, April 1, 2002).
In 1909, Marsh was joined on the music faculty by Margaret Eldred, assistant in
music (Western State Normal School, 1909, p. 2). In 1925-6, the number of faculty
would rise to 184. Among the six music faculty were: Harper C. Maybee, H. Glenn
Henderson, Thelma Hootman, Duka Randall, and Dorothea Sage Snyder (Western
State Normal School, 1925, pp. 8-11, 122-125). There was a similar increase in the
number of WSNS graduates. The number would rise from nine in 1905 to the fol
lowing in 1925: 53 Bachelor of Arts degrees, 4 Bachelor of Science degrees, 517 Life
Certificates, and 49 Limited Certificates. This pattern of growth would be an indica
tion of the rapid increase in students at Western throughout the period of investiga
tion.
Harper C. Maybee came to Western in 1913 as the "newly appointed head of
Western's Music Department" (Western Michigan College of Education, 1946b, p. 8)
and served as its chairman for 33 years.

According to the 1946 WMC News

Magazine:
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Western's faculty and students soon saw that he (Maybee) had tremendous
driving energy and a whole-hearted confidence in the mission of music to
humanity ....Filled with this evangelistic fervor, he immediately began to plan
the organization ofthe mediums to carry out music's mission. Since he knew
that people were influenced either by listening or by participating, he planned
to serve school and community in two ways, first by offering them an oppor
tunity to hear outstanding artists of international reputation; and second, by
giving them a chance to sing good music under able directors (Western
Michigan College ofEducation, 1946b, p. 8).
As WSTC grew, its music department developed and became well-known for the
quality ofits instructors and students. One ofMaybee's accomplishments was to join
the students at Western and the residents ofKalamazoo and surrounding areas in joint
music activities. According to the WMC News Magazine, 1946,
Such a program required an unusually able leader, devoted and able assistants,
and efficient administrative machinery. There never was any question about
the ability ofMaybee to organize and direct a chorus. He had able assistants
in H. Glenn Henderson, Beulah Hootman, and Mildred Hanson Hostetter
(Western Michigan College ofEducation, 1946b, p. 9).
An example was the annual presentation ofHandel's "Messiah, " which continued to
be presented even after Maybee retired from Western. In the alumni magazine for the
school, now named Western State Teachers College (WSTC), there appeared the fol
lowing review ofthe fifth annual presentation ofthe oratorio:
More than three thousand were in the audience, and the belief is unanimous
that this year's performance was exceptionally fine... . A review ofthis year's
rendering of the Messiah written by R. A. Patton of the Kalamazoo Gazette
includes comment as follows: There was not a weak chorus. There was not a
weak spot in any chorus. Chorus discipline was remarkably fine. How a
dozen groups can be brought together for just one mass rehearsal and then
give an almost flawless oratorio performance is hard to understand. That is
the feat Maybee performed, with the aid ofthe chorus leaders. The impact of
600 voices in the climaxes of the choruses, and their beautifully modulated
shading was professional in its exactitude, but thrilling with an inspirational

spirit the audience felt and responded to without reservation. (Western State
Teachers College, 1940a, pp. 12-13)
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Although Western began as a training school for teachers, the curriculum
changed and broadened. According to HenryFord, Jr., a Kalamazoo attorney, quoted
in The Alumni Magazine,WSTC, 1941:
Western State was founded as a training school for teachers, and that, of
course, is still a primary function. A broadening of its curricula, however, has
attracted students who are interested in fields other than education, and has
made it possible for its alumna to find employment in fields not allied to
teaching ....This means that the alumni ofWestern State are entering all fields
of work. (Ford, 1941, p. 3)
Music atWMC
The Music Department continued its growth when Dr. Elwyn Carter was
appointed head of the department and Maybee became dean of music in 1945 (Draper,
1945, p. 1; Kalamazoo Gazette, 1945, p. 3). With the addition of two other music
faculty, Julius Stulberg and Leonard Meretta, it was not too long afterwards that
undergraduate degrees in music were granted. An important part of this expansion of
WMC's music program was that "the standards of the National Association of
Schools of Music will serve as a guide in the formation of the curriculum" (Draper,
1945, p. 2).
Western continued to grow in numbers of students and faculty, as well as in
new courses and diverse curricula. In 1939, WSTC granted its first graduate degrees
leading to the master's degree in education. This program was coordinated with and
supervised by the University of Michigan (Western Michigan College, 1955, p. 2).

The 1946 WMC News Magazine notes that in 1942 the Music Department had three
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curricula leading to a degree (Western Michigan College of Education, 1946d, p. 8).
According to the WMC of Education Bulletin of 1946, these degrees were: Bachelor
of Music and a teaching certificate; and Bachelor of Music without a teaching certifi
cate, one with emphasis in composition and the other with emphasis in applied music
(Western Michigan College of Education, 1946d, p. 5). There also existed a Graduate
Division for teachers, "(t)o aid teachers who desire to do graduate work" (Western
Michigan College of Education, 1946d, p. 8). In addition, three new music faculty
joined the staff of the Music Department, bringing the total to eleven (Western
Michigan College of Education, 1946c, p. 19). The new faculty members were Sam
Adams, voice; Elmer Beloof, instrumental music; and Ethel Green, theory.
Further evidence of Western's growth came in 1948 with the organization of
four new divisions -- Fine Arts; Language and Literature; Physical Education, Health
and Recreation; and Rural Life -- to be added to the other divisions at WMC, totaling
eight in all. Within the division of Fine Arts were the departments of Art, Music, and
Occupational Therapy (Western Michigan College of Education, 1948a, p. 5). In the
same year, the Harper C. Maybee Music Library was established (Western Michigan
College of Education, 1948b, pp. 5-6), and ground was officially broken on June 14,
1948, for the new music building (Western Michigan College of Education, 1948c, p.
11). It is significant that a review of the book, Music and Medicine, edited by
Dorothy May Schullian and Max Schoen, appeared in the Summer Quarter, 1948
WMC News Magazine, for two reasons.

The first reason is that the National

Association for Music Therapy (NAMT) had not yet been organized and would not be
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until 1950. The second reason is that Music and Medicine, according to Solomon and
Heller (1982), "is one of the best known historical works describing early uses of
music in therapy" (p. 173). According to Ethelyn L. Crofoot, who reviewed Music
and Medicine for the WMC News Magazine, music had increased in importance since
World War I:
It has been taken from the exclusive realm of hospitals as a curative into larger
fields as a preventative. Industry is capitalizing on it more and more and now
it is even beginning to seep into our educational institutions ....Within the past
five years music in medicine has been granted the rating "science." A college
degree is now granted in that area (Crofoot, 1948, p. 15).
This recognition of music used in concert with medicine might be said to reflect
events concerning music on a national level, as musicians working as therapists advo
cated the use of music in a medical environment. In fact, a new music faculty mem
ber who came to Western in 1949 had used her music in a therapeutic manner prior to
her appointment at Western as a voice professor. According to the 1949 WMC News
Magazine, Marcella Stamm Roltner "did considerable singing for the Red Cross in
wards of New York hospitals" during World War II (Western Michigan College,
1949, p. 23).
Summary
As the 1940's ended and the 1950's approached, Western had grown from a
small school whose primary focus centered upon preparation of teachers to a large
college with several divisions and many departments, including the Music
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Department. There was a trend toward an even enrollment in the 1950's, as well as
evidence that the enrollment would grow steadily in the 1950's. These may be seen in
the projection in Appendix G, "Preliminary Headcount Breakdown of On-Campus
Undergraduates Enrollment (September 29, 1952)".
Growth of School of Music and Music Therapy Program: 1949- 1974
Growth Under Carter
Dr. Elwyn Carter served WMC as the Chairman of the Music Department
from 1945 till 1965 (Western Michigan University, 1998). (See Appendix H, "Pic
tures of Pioneers in Developing WMU Music Therapy Program," for a picture of
Carter.) In an article entitled "Elwyn 'Doc' Carter Remembered", Carter is credited
with transforming "a healthy schedule of music 'activities' into a respected and accre
dited music curriculum" (Adams, 1998, p. 3). Carter:
was the impetus behind the building of Maybee Hall (used from 1949 until
1982), and among the professional curricula he worked to establish was one of
the first music therapy degree programs in the U. S. When Dr. Carter stepped
down in 1965, the music program at WMU was poised to earn the inter
national reputation it now enjoys. (Adams, 1988, p. 3)
There are many references to his energetic work at Western, but none are as
concise and comprehensive as the eulogy delivered by Professor Emerita Ethel Green
Adams at Carter's funeral. Some of her remarks are quoted below:
It all began in 1944-1945 when Harper Maybee retired as head of the Music
Department of Western Michigan College of Education. He and a staff of the
same three full time people had served the music department for twenty some
years. Dr. Sangren, Western's president, had long had a dream of developing
the music department into a much larger and more comprehensive unit, so in

1944 when he was much impressed by a very tall young man who sang the
bass solos at the annual Christmas performance of Handel's "Messiah," he
decided to act, and act he did. By the fall of 1945, this young man, Dr. Elwyn
Carter, was named as the Head of the Music Department. Julius Stulberg and
Leonard Meretta were named heads of string instruments and orchestra, and
wind instruments and band, respectively.
Dr. Carter was charged with the responsibility of developing a Bachelor of
Music degree program and to plan and supervise the construction of a building
to house such a program. WOW, what a super challenge, which I shall call
#1. No teacher's college had ever had a Bachelor of Music degree program,
much less a building devoted entirely to music.
Challenge #2: The state did not provide funds for the new building, so it was
self-liquidating. Challenge #3: A faculty of three people had now grown to
six, and only three classrooms were available to the Music department. These
were located at the south end of the second floor of the Administration Build
ing (now East Hall). The department head's office was in the same area and
housed most of the department's equipment. Julius and Leonard had studio
offices on the second floor of the Women's Gymnasium, which was at the
other end of the Administration Building. Band and orchestra had two rehear
sals a week, and Leonard told me that the band rehearsals were held in two
different rooms.
Challenge #4: More staff were necessary to begin the implementation of the
new program so four more people joined the faculty in 1946 - four teachers of
voice, theory, instrumental music in the campus school, and piano. The staff
was now ten and there were still only three classrooms. So, it so happened
there was a large room on the second floor of the school's bus garage on
Oakland Drive, and for three years this second floor served as a rehearsal
room for instruments and vocal groups and for class piano instruction. Two
smaller rooms off the large room were used as teaching studios, and I remem
ber Sam Adams and Dan Kyser teaching there. (Adams taught voice and
Kyser taught woodwinds.) Imagine the gas fumes from engines below wafting
upwards through the not so new floor. Some private home� of faculty were
enlisted for assistance in private lessons, and an empty house near campus was
also brought into service for private instruction, and that's not all.
Challenge #5: In the next two years, five more people joined the staff which
now totaled fifteen. In the meantime, the campus school took over the three
classrooms that had been assigned to music, and Dr. Carter's office became
part of a hallway that connected the campus with the AD building. The space
problem was solved in this manner. Holon Matthews and I had our classes in
a hut-mut back of Vandercook Hall. Of course, we still had the second floor
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of the garage and two offices in the Women's Gym. The carpenter's shack
back of Spindler was lovingly name by some of my students as "Ethel's
Shanty" or "Greenie's Grotto," as the case may be. It was a tough time but
"all's well that ends well."
By the fall of 1949 we were in the new building which was named Harper C.
Maybee Hall. Dr. Sangren's dream of a Bachelor of Music program and a
music building was now fulfilled. When Elwyn retired as head of the Music
Department in 1965, the full time faculty had grown from four to 36, and 26
music students had increased to 271. The next few years saw the establish
ment of the College of Fine Arts; the Music Department became the School of
Music; Maybee Hall was replaced by Dalton Center; and many new programs
were added to the curriculum. But just as a building is only as strong as the
foundation that supports it, the School of Music, with an enviable national
reputation, did not come into being without a solid background of develop
ment. (Adams, 1998, p. 3)
During his tenure, Carter organized the "Varsity Vagabonds," described in
Western Michigan University Magazine as "one of Western's best known musical
entertainment groups" (Western Michigan University, 1967a, p. 7). The Varsity
Vagabonds were selected to make a U.S.O. tour under the auspices of the United
Service Organizations, Inc., in several years during the 1950's. The first group of
fourteen students was directed by Carter and entertained military bases in the Carib
bean area. The 1965 tour visited "the Northwest Military Command in Greenland,
Iceland, Labrador and Newfoundland" (Western Michigan University, 1967a, p. 7).
Since only 20 groups from American colleges were chosen for the tours each year, it
was an honor for the Western Michigan group to be chosen for several years.
In 1967, the Varsity Vagabonds were chosen to tour Europe. In the Western
Michigan University Magazine, 1967, Carter described how the students prepared for
their tours by studying "the geography, history, and culture of European countries"
(Western Michigan University, 1967a, p. 7). He describes an incident which required
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some ingenuity to carry out their tour.
We learned to hitchhike to make certain we were on time for our engagements.
The Military Air Transport System (MATS) was to provide us transportation,
but there were times when it wasn't on schedule. Once the Vagabonds and
baggage took over the portion of a plane from which potatoes had been
unloaded. That trip took us from Newfoundland to Iceland in a raging bliz
zard (Western Michigan University, 1967a, p. 7).
The development of the Music Therapy Program at Western Michigan
University resulted from a collaboration between Dr. Elwyn Carter, and Carol M.
Collins, a graduate of the Music Department at MSU (called Michigan State College
at the time) and a music therapist at Kalamazoo State Hospital from 1949 till 1958 (C.
M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
The Collins Years
The following section is based on an interview with Collins at Dalton Center
on June 23, 2001, as well as upon personal files and inter-office memos. Robert F.
Unkefer was also interviewed on October 7, 2001, at his home in East Lansing, MI.
Collins at LaGrange and MSC
Collins was from Riverdale, Georgia and had a background in church music.
She attended LaGrange College in LaGrange, Georgia. During that time, she heard a
speaker discuss career "opportunities for young people in the field of music" at a
college choir performance for the Georgia Federated Music Clubs' Conference in
Atlanta, Georgia (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001 ). After
corresponding with the Georgia Federated Music Club, she was referred to Dr. Ira
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Altschuler in Detroit, Michigan. He directed her to a new program beginning at
Michigan State College (MSC) under the direction of Dr. Roy Underwood.

At

Michigan State, Underwood was formulating what would become the curriculum for
the new music therapy program there. This program was to be the first of its kind in
the United States and would eventually be directed by Robert F. Unkefer, who was
also an Assistant Professor in the Psychology Department at the college (Michigan
State University, 1957b, p. 78, p. 99, p. 102; Michigan State University, 1958, p.
336). After completing three years at LaGrange College, Collins transferred in 1947
to MSC - a college whose enrollment had ballooned from a "normal-sized" enroll
ment of 5000 to a student body of 15,000 because of the returning soldiers from the
armed forces who wanted to take advantage of the GI Bill (C. M. Collins, personal
communication, June 23, 2001). Collins graduated from MSC in 1949 with a B.A. in
Music Therapy. At that time the curriculum was:
made up of foundation courses, such as the behavioral sciences, plus the basic
music courses and a stage production class (which turned out at the state hos
pital [Kalamazoo State Psychiatric Hospital] to be very, very useful). But, the
only introduction to music therapy really was a previous graduate (Arnold Lo
Patin) who worked at Kalamazoo State Hospital, and came on Wednesdays to
campus. And instead of going to student convocation, we met with him and
he told us about working at Kalamazoo State Hospital (C. M. Collins, personal
communication, June 23, 2001).
(An article in the Kalamazoo Gazette, 1948, p. 23, describes Lo Patin as the "new
institutional music director at KSH" at that time.)
Collins described the Music Therapy curriculum at Michigan State further:
We (the students) made field trips to see the types of institutions and the
patients in them. We had four months of internship: one month as our intro
duction in the junior year and the other three months after the senior year. We
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lived on the campus at Wayne County General Hospital and were taught by
Dr. Altschuler. ( Altchuler was clinical supervisor of students at Wayne
County General Hospital at that time.) His staff consisted of two very, very
fine musicians, a pianist and a violinist. From the beginning Dr. Altshuler
always talked about quality of music and in the 1930's he actually had finan
cial support from the Musicians' Union, and he had professional musicians
who came on-site and furnished live music on the psychiatric wards (C. M.
Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
Collins at KSH
After completing her internship and graduating from Michigan State, Collins
accepted a position as a music therapist at Kalamazoo State Hospital in October of
1949, where she was employed from 1949-1951 and from 1953-1958 (see Appendix
F, "Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events, 1903 - 1980").
Collins became part of a team including "two music staff members and a big activity
therapy department" (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001). She
adds that:
the history of the music department at the state hospital had been from the time of
Federal Works Projects when the government furnished jobs for unemployed
artists and musicians. One of the recreation staff was a WPA vaudevillian, so we
had vaudeville shows, we had minstrel shows, we had big production numbers.
My co-worker was an instrumentalist, and he had the band program. I mainly had
the ward programs, the individual work with patients and the choral music, and
the productions. (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
In the Voice of the Lakes, there is an entry concerning Collins (1959) and music at
KSH:
The Federated Music Clubs of Kalamazoo, South Haven, and Three Rivers have
begun a volunteer program at Kalamazoo State Hospital which will include hall
programs and individual instruction. The group has completed their hospital
orientation and will spend several weeks of orientation in the Music Department.
- Carol Collins, Director (p. 3)

At KSH Collins established a music therapy student training program which was
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among the first three in the United States to be approved by the NAMT. This clinical
training program initially served students from MSU. Introductory visits and pro
grams for WMU students were initiated after Carolyn Krill, the first music therapy
student graduated from WMU, became Director of Music Therapy at KSH (Voice of
the Lakes, 1961, p. 4; Western Michigan University, 1963, p. 22). The State Hospital
later became a practicum site for WMU Music Therapy majors (Appendix I, "Intern
ship at KSH;" C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
Music Therapy Proposed for WMC
During this time, Dr. Carter was also learning about music therapy. In 1951,
the Music Department at Western was approved for membership in the NASM
(Western Michigan College of Education, 1952, p. 22). In 1956, a document entitled
Music Therapy at Western Michigan College by Charles Farley gave a brief descrip
tion of music therapy and advanced reasons why a music therapy program should be
initiated at Western (see Appendix J, "WMC Inter-office Report"). According to
Farley (1956):
(t)he number of colleges and universities that offer such a curriculum is very
small indeed and Western feels that it might make a sizeable contribution to
the educational progress of our society if such a curriculum could be inaugur
ated at this institution. (p. I)
Farley reasoned that because mental hospitals had more patients than they had room,
and because the demand for music therapists far exceeded the number available, it
was therefore necessary "for the colleges, universities, and training hospitals to

broaden and expand their training programs in music therapy so that this urgent need
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may be filled (p. 3)." Farley (1956) then listed courses that would need to be added to
Western's curriculum leading to a Bachelor of Music degree in order to have a music
therapy major. These courses included: recreational music, delinquent and normal
behavior, psychology of music, influence of music on behavior, and general hospital
orientation (p. 11). Farley (1956, p. 12) concluded with the statement that all that
would be needed would be a competent instructor to teach the core courses. He also
included music therapy curriculums of several schools in his report, including that of
MSU. (See Appendix I, "WMC Inter-office Report.") (After an extensive search at
the Archives and Regional History Collection, WMU, none of the letters and com
munications between Underwood, Burnett C. Tuthill [Secretary of the NASM], and
Farley could be found in the files.)
Dr. Carter heard about the use of music in hospitals while doing research for
an advanced degree concerning the effect of music in industry, such as the General
Motors Employees Chorus in Detroit. Dr. Carter investigated more about the use of
music in hospitals and learned of the Music Therapy program at KSH. As Collins
states, "(H)e found music therapy and thought, 'Here we are, right next door to the
state hospital.' He found that we actually had a music program there" (C. M. Collins,
personal communication, June 23, 2001). Collins' first encounter with Dr. Carter was
a memorable experience. She describes it in the following way:
One day, I remember very vividly being in one of the small music rooms in
the activity therapy building, and this ENORMOUS man came walking in. As
he entered the room, he immediately tested the acoustics and said, 'Um, nice,
nice room' (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
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From this meeting, Carter and Collins reached an agreement whereby she
would teach an introductory class in music therapy at Western Michigan University.
Due to scheduling blocks, however, the class fell on Friday evenings and had approxi
mately eight students. Collins noted that one of the students on the first night was an
older man who had previously worked at the KSH. Because the state began using
Civil Service Exams to determine employment about this time, the former employee,
a WPA musician, had been terminated when he failed to pass the exam. As a result,
he was attending the introductory class to learn how to use music therapy to cure
someone - "right there on the spot" (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23,
2001).
Music Therapy at WMU
In the fall of 1958, Collins began teaching the first music therapy classes at
Western on a part-time basis. The Music Therapy undergraduate curriculum appeared
in the Undergraduate Catalog for 1958-1959 (Western Michigan Upiversity, 1958, pp.
180-181), although it was not effective until Fall Semester of 1958. At that time the
requirement to teach in college was a music therapy degree and professional experi
ence. Although her position didn't require a Master's degree, Collins also began her
Master's degree in Special Education at that time. Upon completion of her degree in
1966, Collins became a full-time faculty member at WMU in 1967 (see Appendix K,
"Appointment to Full-Time Instructor of Music, 1967 - 1968"). In 1972, she became
the Director of Music Therapy program, and in 1975 she was promoted to Assistant

Professor (Appendix L, "Appointment to Director of Music Therapy, 1972;" Appen-
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dix M, "Appointment to Assistant Professor of Music, 1973;" C. M. Collins, personal
communication, June 23, 2001; Western Michigan University, 1967b, p. 1).
When Collins was hired by WMU as an instructor of music, her duties
included activities other than teaching music therapy classes, making contacts and
arrangements for music therapy clinical training, and serving as faculty advisor to the
music therapy club. For example, she accompanied music students of other music
faculty, sat on piano juries, was advisor for students in the Honors College and for
those doing independent studies, and conducted several seminars, including those at
KSH. Collins also taught 25 piano students and was the Music Director and Organist
for Chapel Hill United Methodist Church (see Appendix N, "Personal Data"). On the
national level, Collins continued to hold elected offices in the NAMT, such as the
position of Second Vice-President in 1972 (C. M. Collins, 2001, personal communi
cation, June 23, 2001) and First Vice-President in 1973 (Appendix 0, "NAMT Con
ference Report, 1973"). As such, she was in a position to compare the progress of
WMU' s Music Therapy program with those of other colleges and universities in the
United States. For example, Collins stated in her letter to Robert Holmes, Head of the
Music Department at that time,
This brief report of the meeting of teachers of music therapy which I attended
October 17-18 in Cleveland is pertinent to our discussion of several weeks
ago. It will also serve as an evaluation of our curriculum as compared with the
ten others in the country. ( Appendix P, "Music Therapy Meeting," p. I)
Collins continued by giving points of the meeting, including a discussion of "each
course listed in the core curriculum approved by the Education Committee of NAMT
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... in detail," and an "(e)valuation ofWMU," (Item #4) as follows:
Organization of courses and course content seems generally consistent with
the majority of other schools Details that need consideration in light of our trimester schedule:
(1) Methods and materials in M. T. (Mus - ) [sic] - possibility of extending
to two semesters,
(2) Credit for hospital affiliation: No other school gives more than 2 hours
credit; we give 6 -,
(3) Staff: no curriculum will be accredited in the future without evidence of
a full-time staff member and full support of the school. Our accredita
tion may be withdrawn ifWMU does not supply this basic need as soon
as possible. (Appendix P, "Music Therapy Meeting," pp. 1-2)
It is appropriate that Collins' position was made full-time and later upgraded to

Director of Music Therapy in 1972.
According to a letter from Chairman Elect Robert R. Fink (1972), Collins'
course loads for Fall and Winter Semesters were reduced so that she could concen
trate on music therapy correspondence for the program, pursue new internship affilia
tions for students at WMU, and study music therapy as a vocation (Appendix L,
"Appointment to Director of Music Therapy," 1972).
Structure of Music Therapy Program at WMU
The model for WMU' s Music Therapy program was that of MSU' s, and
Unkefer served as consultant (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23,
2001). Because WMU originated as a teacher's school, it was strong in all areas of
education, including music. As a result, the setting-up of the music therapy program
was not so difficult because Collins did not have to "reinvent the wheel" (C. M.
Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001). She had the basic outlines and says
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she always used logic. The overriding emphasis in developing the program was that
music had to be basic in the curriculum. There was sometimes a question from music
instructors as to just how much should they expect of the music therapy students,
since the students were "just going to work in institutions" (C. M. Collins, personal
communication, June 23, 2001). Collins staunchly maintained that the music therapy
students should be just as good musicians as the non-therapy music students, espe
cially those in music education. Collins felt they needed to be able to perform well
musically if they were to explain how music could be used to help clients (C. M.
Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001). In other words, prospective music
therapy students were required to complete the same auditioning process as other stu
dents entering the music department.
Because of her earlier work at the Kalamazoo State Hospital, Collins was able
to facilitate cooperative agreements with staff members there. These agreements
allowed her students to have introductory visits to the hospital campus prior to their
practicum placements. When there came a need for internship sites, the hospital
offered a variety of age levels, as well as special education experience. Although the
state hospital was the primary site of internships for students, projects were also avail
able to them at Lakeside Treatment and Learning Center and with Head-Start (C. M.
Collins, 2001, personal communication, June, 2001). In addition to observations of
client treatment at the hospital, there were speakers available to the music therapy stu
dents, as well as other faculty members in the music education department and music
psychology department who had common interests in music therapy research.
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A factor which Collins emphasized as important in the development of
WMU' s Music Therapy program was the cooperation among faculty members with
common interests and goals. Something Collins described as "networking" played a
strong role in working with the music therapy students. She relates the following
experience of her work with Thomas Hardie (professor of voice) as an example:
I accompanied for Tom Hardie's voice lessons. There was a bond between
Mr. Hardie and me that stood us in good stead, because I sat on the piano
faculty of juries. Then,of course I heard the music therapy students' juries in
other performance majors, too. Getting to know what their skills were like
and forming relationships with their teacher and getting the teachers' insights
back to me. I would say the sum of the whole thing would be networking:
Your colleagues, the related professionals in the community, and the uni
versity. We could be conversational about music therapy students who studied
voice. Since he [Hardie] was chairman of the Voice Department, he could
represent what our conversations and concerns were about. Relationships with
faculty were very important. (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June
23,2001)
Collins also pointed out that Donald Bullock, a professor in trumpet at the
time she was at WMU, was very helpful in communicating with the students, as well
as prospective students (C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001).
Bullock attended the 25th NAMT Conference with Collins in 1974 (see Appendix Q,
"25th Annual Conference,1974"). Apparently Collins and Bullock were investigating
the possibility of starting a graduate music therapy program at WMU. According to
Collins:
1. Don Bullock and I met with Education Committee discussing graduate
curriculum. Data about new Music Therapy teacher should be sent to Edu
cation Committee for their information.
2. Introduced Don Bullock to professors teaching graduate courses and
psychology of music. (see Appendix Q,"25th Annual Conference,1974")
Collins said Bullock always made students feel that Western Michigan University was
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interested in them.
Collins pointed to the good departmental support for the faculty members to
attend music therapy conferences (Appendix R, "Response to NAMT Conference
Report, 1970;" C. M. Collins, personal communication, June 23, 2001). She espe
cially notes the interest that Robert Fink, Chairman of the Music Department from
1972 until 1979, showed in her reports following conference meetings. He was con
cerned as to how conference topics affected the growth of the Music Therapy pro
gram atWMU (see Appendix S, "Response to NAMT Conference Report, 1972"). In
response, Collins continued to report on trends in healthcare and music therapy issues
(see Appendix 0, "NAMT Conference Report, 1973," p. 2, Item #3).
Summary
The Music Therapy program flourished under Collins' direction. The first
graduate, Carolyn Krill, received her degree in 1961 and subsequently went to work at
KSH as a music therapist (Voice of the Lakes, 1961, p. 4; Western Michigan Uni
versity, 1963, p. 22). Succeeding numbers of graduates slowly but steadily increased,
as can be seen in Appendix T, "Number ofWMU Music Therapy Majors, 1965-1979"
(K. Chapman, personal communication, October 22, 2001).

(Information about

graduates of WMU' s Music Therapy program is not available until 1965.) Collins
continued to be active in music therapy on the national level in order to keep the
Music Therapy program at WMU up-to-date. She also sought input from other
professionals in the field (see Appendix 0, "NAMT Conference Report, 1973").
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Transitions: 1970 -- 1980
Changes for the WMU Music Therapy Program
In the early 1970' s, plans were being developed for the Dorothy U. Dalton
Music Building (see Table 5, "Timeline for Origins and Development of Western
Michigan University: Transitions, 1975 - 1980"). The plans for the Music Therapy
Laboratory and Clinic were patterned after the ones at MSU and there were consulta
tions with the music therapy faculty there. The ground had not been broken in 1974
when Collins' husband made a career move to Indianapolis. After seventeen years at
WMU, Collins resigned as head of the Music Therapy Program in 1975 (see Appen
dix U, "Letter of Resignation").
Upon her resignation, Collins was described as " ... among the first trained
music therapists in the country ... " (Western Michigan University, 1989, p. 3). She
was credited with being a pioneer in music therapy and was honored by the AMTA on
November 17, 2000, in St. Louis, Missouri (Kemp, 2000, p. 1).

Collins was

"... granted honorary lifetime membership in the Association, along with a Lifetime
Achievement award... Collins said she was especially pleased to learn that Unkefer,
her mentor, will be among those in attendance" (Kemp, 2000, p. 1). Kemp (2000)
states that:
Collins has been involved with the American Music Therapy Association
since its beginning and is proud of all that the organization and its profes
sionals have achieved.
"We were such a small group. There were twelve of us on the execu
tive committee," she said. "We got to know each other quite well. Now it's
large enough that there are lots of committees, but it took us many years to
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have a national office. That was a big decision." (p. 3)
The Wilson Years
Before Collins left WMU, she called Brian Wilson, who was at Ohio
University in Athens, Ohio, and asked him to consider the position of Director of
WMU's Music Therapy Program. In the fall of 1975 Wilson became head of the
Music Therapy Program at WMU.

This section of the Discussion is based on

information from a personal interview with Wilson on July 22, 2001, in Dalton
Center.
Wilson at FSU
Brian Wilson was born in St. Petersburg, Florida and was always involved in
music, having studied the clarinet starting in fourth grade. He was interested in a
career in music, but did not want to be in the music education field as a band director.
After investigating the music career possibilities at Florida State, he was intrigued by
the program in "music therapy." Because he had always been interested in psycho
logy, this rang a bell with him (B. Wilson, 2001, personal communication, July 27,
2001).
Starting in 1963, Wilson attended the local junior college for two years, in the
general education and music program. He transferred to Florida State University
(FSU) in his junior year, and first encountered courses in Music Therapy. In the Fall
of 1966, Donald Michel, the director of the Music Therapy program at FSU, was on
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sabbatical leave. Dr. Clifford Madsen was a newly-hired professor of music educa
tion at FSU and took over some aspects of the program in Michel's absence.
Wilson and Music Therapy
Wilson had his first observation of music therapy that year when Madsen
escorted a group of students to Central State Hospital in Milledgeville, Georgia. He
describes his feeling as "being a little overwhelmed by it" (B. Wilson, personal com
munication, July 27, 2001). He described it as a "gigantic place," with more than
12,000 patients (B. Wilson, personal communication, July 27, 2001).
Cliff Madsen arranged the trip. It was his first year on the faculty. He had
never been up there before either, up to Milledgeville. There was something
like fourteen of us in three cars. It was quite an eye opener, but Herb
Goldsmith ... was the director of Music Therapy at the time, a very flamboyant
personality. And his goal was to really shock us. He said that. He took us to
the Binion Building and at that time they were still racially segregated. This
was an all-black building, severely, profoundly retarded people, running
around basically with no clothes, fecal matter on the floor. And then we went
to Yarborough . .. , which was kind of the crown jewel of the time. So, we
had comparisons, and we saw a couple other things. But, I can remember
coming back from that trip how we all were talking about, 'Wow, was this
what we wanted to do, was this the kind of work we wanted to do?'
And yeah, in a way, it was. I saw such potential and such response, even
though it was very crude at the time, the service, the methodology wasn't
where it is now. Nevertheless, even though we didn't know what we were
seeing, there was some response. (B. Wilson, personal communication, July
27, 2001)
Because there were few places to go for internships, Wilson did his internship in
Milledgeville, with two other FSU students. After graduation in 1968, he took a job
at a regional mental health center which had just opened up in Bainbridge, Georgia.
Another of his classmates went to a regional center in Thomasville, Georgia. Both

began their graduate study at FSU at the same time, but after nine months an opening
came up at the Georgia Mental Health Institute (GMHI) and Wilson took it. The
facility was in Atlanta, Georgia, and was built as a research facility in an effort to
improve the image of mental health care in Georgia (B. Wilson, personal communica
tion, July 27, 2001). This facility was state-of-the-art and was a research-based insti
tution, involved in several NIH-funded studies (B. Wilson, personal communication,
July 27, 2001).
At this time the state of Georgia was offering

grants

to those individuals in

social and health care work who would go back to school for advanced degrees. The
only stipulation was that the individual agree to return to work in the field to repay the
time spent in study. Wilson applied for this support and returned to FSU to complete
his Master's degree. After his graduation in 1971, Wilson returned to Atlanta and
worked at GMHI through the Summer of 1972.
Because this was a time when many new academic programs in music therapy
were being developed, there was a need for people who were qualified to head them.
Few people had Master's degrees or Doctorates. Wilson was recommended for a job
teaching at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. He began teaching there in 1972.
Wilson had just completed his commitment to repay his time for school support to the
state of Georgia.
Wilson at Ohio University
The Ohio University Music Therapy Program was at the undergraduate level
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only. Wilson stated that he had never been a "TA" (teaching assistant) or a "GA"
(graduate assistant) when he went back to school, so he spent two weeks with Madsen
at FSU to learn all he could in preparation for teaching the psychology of music
classes. He taught all undergraduate students-freshmen to seniors-and there were 90
students in the program. Because of increasing interest in music therapy nation-wide,
there was a steady increase in the number of music therapy majors during the three
years that Wilson taught at Ohio University (B. Wilson, personal communication, July
27, 2001).
Wilson at WMU
In the Spring of 1975 he received a call from Collins asking him to visit WMU
to view both the Music Therapy program on campus and the town of Kalamazoo.
After being interviewed and offered the position, Wilson accepted partly because he
was aware of the Psychology Department's reputation in the techniques of behavior
modification. He became the director of the Music Therapy Program in 1975 (B.
Wilson, personal communication, July 27, 2001).
Wilson noted that some of his former training in working with severe, chronic
cases, either retarded or mentally ill adults, and the mixed population with whom he
had worked at the GMHI in Atlanta helped him as he began his work in the WMU
Music Therapy Program. He brought a variety of experiences outside the " ... tradi
tional daycare work program, along with some of the practices of using music,
combined with 'cutting-edge' philosophies of that time" (B. Wilson, personal
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communication, July 27, 2001).
Philosophy
Wilson pointed out that he is an adherent of the "centrist" point of view in his
philosophy but accountability-oriented. He emphasizes that concept throughout the
Music Therapy Program:
Accountability has become the mantra of health-care in the last fifteen years
and accountability has become the issue. And that is the word I use. I don't
say that you've got to do something behaviorally, but at least know what
you're doing, why you're doing it, and what the outcome is and have some
way to connect those together. Be sure we're doing something that can be
documented for its effectiveness" (B. Wilson, personal communication, July
27, 2001).
Wilson describes his working mode when he came to WMU in the following way:
It was busier than it is now, because I had no help. I was it. There was all the
clinical supervision I did, all the course teaching except for psychology of
music courses. . . . But, from freshmen through senior course work, I taught
all major courses without any grad assistants because there was no grad
degree. I did all the supervision. The program was pretty good-sized. In fact,
we had fifteen or twenty people in the senior class that year. Now we have six
or eight to ten. It was a lot to do. I spent my day doing those things, as well
as doing the correspondence, advising, policy work on some of these long
range plans. (B. Wilson, personal communication, July 27, 2001)
Goals atWMU
Curriculum
Wilson saw as one of his first goals the whole issue of:
... trying to make things a little bit better or different at least, revise many of
the courses. At the time I came here there were only ten credits required in
Music Therapy. It was a very traditional academic program which had
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recreational music course, the intro course, the psychology of music series,
and the senior block courses. So, I set about trying to make some curriculum
reform. That was my first objective when I first got here. Basically, we added
several things and reduced the number of music courses. That was quite an
experience, from my point of view. Change is always difficult, especially
when the school you are in is music and the musical skills are the predominant
credits. There were four years applied required, four years ensemble required,
theory beyond two years, history beyond two years. To make room for music
therapy courses we had to take something away and put something else in. (B.
Wilson, personal communication, July 27, 2001)
One of the things Wilson did was solicit input from alumni of Western's
Music Therapy Program as to where they felt the changes needed to be made. The
response was that there was too much music and not enough music therapy course
work. As a result, the main thrust of the music therapy program for the first few years
was the effort to make curricular change.
Master's Degree at WMU
The second goal was to implement the Master of Music Degree program with
a concentration in Music Therapy, which had been in various stages of development
for some time. "That got approved in 1976 by the university and by NAMT, and it
was implemented in 1977, with the first graduating class in 1979" (B. Wilson, per
sonal communication, July 27, 2001). According to an article in the January (1977a)
issue of the Voice of the Lakes:
Western Michigan University's master's degree program in music therapy is
well under way. The fall semester was deemed a success by all concerned,
and the faculty and students are looking forward to a productive winter
semester as well. (p. 30)
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Music Therapy Clinic
Wilson felt that the program needed a clinic on-site and began investigating
the availability of grant funds and looking for local foundations which would give
support. In the search for grants, one of the prospects was the College of Health and
Human Services. According to Wilson (personal communication, June 27, 2001):
They were submitting a multi-disciplinary grant that was to start the Center for
Disability services.... We were too small to make it feasible to become part of
their program. But, the Music Therapy clinic could work through that grant to
get support. After about one and one-half years the state legislature approved
the funding for a three-year commitment for the College of Health and Human
Services. After the three years the university picked up the commitment and
put the cost of the clinic operation in the base budget.
The clinic was able to open in East Hall in 1979, with two part-time music therapists,
a secretary, and funds for the necessary furniture. According to the Voice of the
Lakes (1979):
Western Michigan University is pleased to announce its plans to open an on
campus music therapy clinic in January, 1980. Sue Higgins, Coordinator of
the MT Clinic, joins Judy D'Arcangelis, Coordinator of Clinical Experiences,
and Brian Wilson, Director of Music Therapy, on Western's staff Graduate
assistants Deb Harvey and John Martinez are also welcomed to WMU this
year (Voice of the Lakes, 1979, p. 34).
A similar announcement appeared in the Western Michigan University Magazine
(February 1980): "A Music Therapy Clinic, a new WMU facility serving disabled
persons free of charge, opened in January on campus. Sessions are held up to twice
weekly in the East Hall lower level" (Western Michigan University, 1980, p. 7).

Graduate Assistant Program at WMU
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The graduate assistant program was begun in 1977 when the music therapy
graduate degree program was implemented. The first announcement of graduate
assistants at WMU appeared in the October 1977 Voice of the Lakes issue: " ... and
Brian Wilson along with graduate assistants Belinda Murray, Barbara Knue and Judy
D' Arcangelis are 'holding down the fort' at Western Michigan University" (Voice of
the Lakes, 1977b, p. 33).
Wilson recalls that when a new graduate program was begun at Western, a
graduate assistant position came with it as "part of the package" (B. Wilson, personal
communication, July 27, 2001).

As the graduate assistant program expanded, it

became part of the base budget. With graduate assistants, Wilson had more time to
serve the needs of the students and made the curriculum more reflective of his
superv1s10n.
Changes Within Music Therapy Profession
Wilson notes the changes in the time since he came to Western Michigan
University and the eighties as a time of growing involvement of the rank-and-file of
music therapists on the national and regional levels. Faced with growing numbers of
music therapists, the president of the NAMT at that time, Dr. Richard M. Graham,
encouraged as many members of NAMT as would to voice their input (Kahler, 1997).
According to Kahler ( 1997), the most significant change in the NAMT at this time
was its reorganization. Governing bodies were restructured in accordance with a new
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constitution and by-laws. The NAMT' s committees were also restructured.
Other changes occurring at this time involved the education of music therapy
students, the guidelines for the practice of music therapy, and a new Code of Ethics
for Clinical Practice (Kahler, 1997). In addition, the headquarters of the NAMT was
relocated from Kansas to Washington, DC.
Summary
Wilson's overview of his years in the Western Michigan University Music
Therapy Program is that there has been great advancement in the discipline and in the
way Western Michigan University's program reflects all the changes in the field. He
feels that:
the curriculum is reflective of the clinical issues ... and that in the master's
degree we have tried to keep it really "fluid" ... We've tried to make the mas
ter's degree really reflective of a freedom of choice.... We've tried to be
eclectic, but of good quality (B. Wilson, personal communication, July 27,
2001).

CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I chose to study the history of the Music Therapy program at WMU for the
following reasons: (a) to discover what conditions were present at WMU and within
the community that led to the creation of a music therapy program there; and (b) to
discover what was the history of the Music Therapy program at WMU, from its origin
to 1980.
Conditions at WMU and Within the Community
In the case of WMU, the strength of several programs offered a welcome site
for music therapy to begin. The music program, begun by Marsh in the early 1900's
and strengthened by Maybee and Carter in subsequent years, was highly successful
due to university assistance and interest and administrative support. Maybee organ
ized and directed musical performances that drew great respect throughout the state,
and Carter garnered national recognition for the "Varsity Vagabonds." The growing
music faculty consisted of well-trained and dedicated musicians.
In its early years, the occupational therapy program at Kalamazoo State
Hospital utilized teachers from WMU for its activities.

These teachers included

Eleanor Judson, art; Florence Marsh, music; and Lydia Siedschlag, art. When the
focus of studies at WMU expanded to include areas other than education, teachers at
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WMU were already knowledgeable about the benefits of therapy for clients. It was
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logical for the O.T. program, headed by Spear, to become a part of WMU. Many of
the instructors in the music department understood how valuable music therapy was
as a result of their contact with the O.T. program.
The community of Kalamazoo was a great supporter of the arts, and Maybee
used this support for his musical productions. For example, he used amateur and high
school musicians in combination with his university choruses to present Handel's
"Messiah" for many years. Maybee was also able to bring nationally famous singers
and orchestras to Kalamazoo to perform.
Having a psychiatric hospital in Kalamazoo also helped members of the com
munity to become knowledgeable about the therapeutic process. As the use of music
and other arts to help patients at KSH increased, people in Kalamazoo continued to
learn about the success of this type of therapy through local news media. Music ther
apists such as Lo Patin and Collins interacted with university administrators, increas
ing an awareness of the possibilities of music therapy at WMU.
History of the WMU Music Therapy Program
Chapter IV chronicles the historical development of the WMU Music Therapy
program uncovered during this investigation, thereby answering this research ques
tion. A summary of those events has been included in "Timeline for WMU Music
Therapy Program and Related Events, 1903 - 1980," found in Appendix F. In gen
eral, the early beginnings of WMU from its 1903 founding as WSNS through four

name changes to WMU in 1957 are documented, as well as its relationship with KSH
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and the Kalamazoo community during that time. Also listed are significant events
within the careers of important WMU Music Therapy faculty members during this
time. The birth of the music therapy profession is documented by listing starting
dates for selected music therapy programs and important events, such as approval of
undergraduate and graduate core curricula and accreditation by NASM.
While compiling the timeline, it was evident that several important decisions
shaped the formation of the Music Therapy program at WMU and resulted in major
landmarks during its history until 1980.The primary landmark event was the decision
of Dr. Elwyn Carter to follow the lead of those schools on the cutting edge of the
music therapy field and proceed with plans for WMU's own program. He had the
knowledge and foresight to investigate the programs already in place by E. Thayer
Gaston, Roy L. Underwood, Ira Altschuler, and other pioneers in the field, and he was
able to model the WMU program after the recently approved core curriculum for
music therapy programs (Appendix D, "Original Core Curriculum in Music Ther
apy"). Prior to making the decision, the core curriculum was used to determine which
elements of the curriculum already available in the present programs at WMU would
meld into the requirements of the NAMT, thereby determining the facilities and staff
that would need to be added to implement a successful program (see Appendix J,
"WMC Inter-office Report").
A second landmark decision in the development of the program was finding
the right person to head this new and innovative program. Because of Dr. Carter's
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wide-ranging contacts with the practitioners in the music field, he was able to inquire
as to who seemed most likely to meet the challenges and requirements necessary to
set up such a program. He had already heard of Carol M. Collins' work as a music
therapy intern under Dr. Altschuler at theWayne County General Hospital, as well as
her work at the Kalamazoo State Hospital.
The KSH Occupational Therapy School had been in operation since the early
1900's. The O.T. program included many of the prescribed elements of a good music
therapy program. Because the KSH O.T. School became a part ofWMC in 1944, the
Music Therapy staff at KSH was fertile ground for a likely candidate who already was
experienced in the field of music therapy. Dr. Carter investigated the

type

of work

Collins was doing as a music therapist at KSH and found her knowledge, energy, and
enthusiasm just what he needed for his program at WMC. Collins began her work at
WMU in 1958 and set out developing the appropriate curriculum to make the WMU
Music Therapy program compatible with the requirements delineated in the core
curriculum outlined by NAMT in 1952.
A third landmark decision in the development of the WMU Music Therapy
program was Collins' realization that the collaboration with Robert F. Unkefer of
Michigan State University would be advantageous to her own program. Unkefer had
a close relationship with Roy L. Underwood and E. Thayer Gaston, both pioneers in
the music therapy profession, and was imminently qualified to help Collins get the
fledgling program at WMU off the ground. Collins' work in developing the Music
Therapy program at WMU led to its successful development of a degree-granting

program and its approval by NAMT. None of these accomplishments could have
taken place without the finn support of the college administrative officers and staff.
In discussing the landmark decisions that affected the development of the
WMU Music Therapy program, mention has already been made of the contributions
of Dr. Elwyn Carter, Robert F. Unkefer, and Carol M. Collins. Like Brian Wilson, all
of these persons were active in both local and national organizations, working to legit
imize the importance of music therapy as a therapeutic tool to improve the mental and
physical well-being of clients. Through their activities in these organizations they
were able to stay abreast of new and innovative techniques being developed by others
in the field, as well as contribute from their own experiences those practices which
were either effective or only marginally useful.
It is also necessary to give much credit to the work of Marion R. Spear of the
Occupational Therapy Department for her tireless efforts to use all available people,
ideas, and monies to promote the value of every aspect of a variety of therapies. Her
adherence to high standards of perfonnance and her imaginative use of therapies at
hand made her a widely respected pioneer in her field. Spear's cooperation with Dr.
Paul V. Sangren in merging the KSH O.T. School with WMU was an outstanding
contribution to WMU and to the future Music Therapy program. Years later, the stu
dents of the Music Therapy program were provided on-site opportunities to see rele
vant activities of the 0. T. Department in operation. This also provided an environ
ment within which music therapy students could interact with the O.T. Department's
faculty and students.
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Discovering the origins of a teaching program at a university requires that the
researcher uncover documents that chronicle the program in question, as well as fac
tors that might logically lead to the establishment of that program rather than a similar
one. The individual conducting the search for information would be well-advised to
also explore the character of the institution itself, for there he or she might discover
additional reasons that the program in question succeeded, where it might not have at
another educational site. Such is the case in this situation. In so doing, I have dis
covered why the music therapy program took root at WMU in the first place, as well
as why the program has grown and prospered throughout the years.
Recommendations
It is recommended that: (a) that a study concerning the Music Therapy Pro
gram at WMU from 1980 until the present be conducted by a future music therapy
student or group of music therapy students; (b) that better storage methods be imple
mented in order to preserve documents for future research; and (c) that music therapy
students from other colleges and universities be strongly encouraged to conduct his
torical research concerning the origin and development of their programs. It is also
recommended that a study of the history of the Music Department at WMU be con
ducted as soon as possible, while there are former faculty and staff who are able to
contribute to the information-gathering process.
It is not enough that we as students study the music therapy coursework pre
sented to us and gain experience in our practica and internships. We should also be

I

I
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cognizant of the importance of our chosen field of study, and the best way to realize
the importance of music therapy is to study its history on a personal level. Knowing
how individuals worked together to create and develop the music therapy programs at
our respective schools helps us to appreciate the efforts of those who went before us.
One day we may very well be considered innovators by others in the music therapy
field.

Appendices
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Appendix A
Pictures of Music Therapy Pioneers
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Dr. E. Thayer Gaston
(Used with permission, NAMT, 2001)
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Dr. Donald E. Michel

Dr. Roy L. Underwood

(Used with permission, NAMT, 2001)
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Wayne W. Ruppenthal

Pictures ofUnkefer and Altschuler are unavailable
(Used with permission, NAMT, 2001)

AppendixB
Names of Regions Comprising the AMTA
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Names of Regions Comprising the AMTA

1. Great Lakes
2. Mid-Atlantic
3. Midwestern
4. New England

5. Southcentral
6. Southeastern
7. Southwestern
8. Western

(From: AMTA Member Sourcebook 2001, p. 5)

Appendix C
Educational Institutions Offering Bachelors Degree
Training in Music Therapy in 1960
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Educational Institutions Offering Bachelors Degree
Training in Music Therapy in 1960

1. Alvemo College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
2. College of the Pacific, Stockton, California
3. Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida
4. Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
5. Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana
6. Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan
7. Mississippi State University, Hattiesburg, Mississippi
8. New England Conservatory, Boston, Massachusetts
9. Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois
10. Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
11. Texas Women's University, Denton, Texas
12. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas

(From: Solomon, A L. (1984]. A historical study of the National Association for
Music Therapy, 1960-1980. Dissertation Abstracts International, 46 (2957], lOA.
[University Microfilms No. AAG85-29157].)

AppendixD
Original Core Curriculum in Music Therapy
(de l'Etoile, 2000)
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APPENDIX A
ORlt;IN,\I. CORE C:L'RRICL'LUM IN MUSIC THERAPY'•'•
Fr/11mtiu11 rmmnillPP

..

NATIONAi. ASSOCIATION FOR MUSIC Tl IERAJ'Y
Mlf\:11\IU\1 \1L'SIC THERAPY REQCIREMENTS
11'.\.'llER(;HAlll;ATF TRAININC U•:.4.lllN(; TOH.A. OR B.M.
IN Ml'SIC TJJERAP\' OR BACIIF.L.OR OF MUSIC THERAPY
�() S.11.
Sul'liricnL flexihiliL,· is pcnni1te<l un<ler General Education to al
low lor thl' !-ip(.'cifir rcquin:,nents of ,·arious iustitutions. English,
Speech, flioloh'Y, Phv,ioloh'V and the Humanilies would norn1all)' he
included in 1his group.
c:i::-.;FR,,1. I· llt·c:ATIC)'.\:

4 S.11.
Pl IYSIC:\I. Fill 'C::\TIO:'-J
To indudc as 111,11,v dancing acti,itics as possihle-folk, square,
lap and cn·,11in· dancing.
S.H.
Hr,.,i,· Th1'11')' (,! years) Lo inclu<lc Rh)'Lhmic ancl ;\felodic Dicta
ti,rn, Sight Singing, Keyboard I lannony and I lannony.
Histor,· of ,\lr1sic. I vear.
l'iml(). (;rcat s11Tss w he placed on sight-playing, accompanying,
1ranspositio11, i111prmisi11g accompanime11ls to gi,·en melodies,
playing h,· !'ar, and a "·ide k11owledge of piano literature.
\·nir,. l'rcfrrahh· class rnice, which should include Yocal mc1h
orls.
\1l '�1C

6()

(n "J!fltl.

Class fllstrnrnen/s. ..\t least l semester each of Brass, Woodwind
and St1·i11gs. Percussion instruments rccon11ncnrkd. lnstn1n1cnt.al
F.11se111hlc 1111 mi11or i11s1rnments highly desirable.
Co11d1ti'li1tl(.
.·\,·,m1!(i111r l\asir work in arranging and adap1ing small groups of
i11-;tn1111t.'lll"i and ,·need comhinalions.
Rnrmtion11/ Mu,ir. Included are non-svmphonic instruments,
rhnhm hand. music;,I games and community singing.
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Fducotion r:ommiflt'P
SOCIAi. STlllllES
Principles ofSnriolngJ (lntrod11c1io11 Lo Socioln!('·).
n,li11q1tnil mill Nornwl fl,hm1im:
Mmtal Hyf!:ien,.
TheFami/\'.
PSYCliOL.OC;Y
Ceneml l'<y rlwlof!J· (Introduction to Psvcholoh')).
Child or AdolesrP-nl Avrhnlof!J··
Ahnormal i'<yr/10/ogy.
Cliniral and l�x/wrimn1fal Pryrlwlot..') n1nn11m1'rtt!f'<I.
Psycholog)' ofMusir (4 s.11.).
l11jl.1vnrf rfA1u,f',ir on n,�lun,ior (�\-�

8 S.11.

Jfj S.11.

s.11. ).

2 S.11.

CF.NF.RU, HOSPITAi. ORJENTATIO�

8 S.H.
128 S.M.

(;�'.Nt:RAL EI.H:TIVt:S

Cl.lNICAL. TRAININC
A minimum of six months residence internship in an approYed
rn·uro-psychiaLric hospi1al with an ,·siahlisht'd n111sic program. S1u
de11ts planning to work with mentally retarded or ha11dirnpped
children should spend an additional two months in an approprialc
institution. The internship is in arlditi•m1 lo lhl' 128 hours of on
campus training.
CORE COURSE HEQUUH:Mt:NTS
4s.11.
Ps)'chology ofMusk.
The Influence of Music on Behavior
3-!'i s.H.
Hospital Orientation
2 s.11.
It is assumed thal lhese courses will indurle the role of Mu.<ir in
Therapy, and \\ill be taught hy people with C'xperience in that field.
These core cours!'s are 1he actual professional cours!'s or 1he Mu
sic Therapy curricul11111. l11 ordrr l.o meet lh<' desired high slan
dards of content, the first two courses should follow other required
courses in Psychology. It is essential. thcrd<HT, thal lhese he taugh1
only by highly comp<'l<'llt people l'ro111 lh<' lil'ld of Psychology.
JOIIN M. A:'iil>ERSON, '.\1.ll.

·":\nrlr1so11 C:1:-.1011 ..111d l'111kn"oo<l ... Erlll<:a1i11n C:ommittt·t· Report." X\'.

(Used with permission of AMT A, 2002)

HOY

t:. THA\'t-:R (�ASTON, PH.IL
tlNllFH WOOi>, CIIAfRMAN.

00
---l

AppendixE
NAMT-Accredited Educational Institutions in 1968
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NAMT-Accredited Educational Institutions in 1968

1. Alverno College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
2. East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina
3. Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida
4. Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
5. Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri
6. Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana
7. Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan
8. Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
9. Texas Woman's [sic] University, Denton, Texas
10. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
11. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
12. University of the Pacific, Stockton, California
13. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
14. Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan
15. Willamette University, Salem, Oregon

(From: Solomon, A L. [1984]. A historical study of the National Association for
Music Therapy, 1960-1980. Dissertation Abstracts International, 46 [2957], I OA.
[University Microfilms No. AAG85-29157].)

Appendix F
Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program
and Related Events, 1903--1980
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Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events,
1903 -- 1980
1903 -Western State Normal School -- a two-year teacher training program,
including preparatory department, a model school for practice teaching
(Havira, 1995, p. 51); established by Michigan State Legislature.
1904 - First classes contained almost 100 students and began in June, 1904.
1904-5 -Twelve faculty members; nine graduates (1905).
1908 - Basketmaking taught by Eleanor Judson, Art Director at Western State
Normal School.
1910 - Specialists came to Kalamazoo State Hospital to work with patients.
Florence Marsh, Director of Music at Western State Normal School,
conducted classes for women at Kalamazoo State Hospital.
1913 -Harper C. Maybee became Chair of Music Department.
1915 -Placed on approved list of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools (Western State Teachers College, 1931, p. 1).
1916 -Approved by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education for
the "preparation of elementary and secondary teachers and school service
personnel" (Western Michigan University. 1962, p. 13).
1917 - Western State Normal School authorized to grant Bachelor of Arts degrees.
1918 - Marion R. Spear became Director of Kalamazoo State Hospital Occupational
Therapy Department.
1922- Western State Normal School Alumni Magazine noted Men Glee Club.
Kalamazoo State Hospital Occupational Therapy School begun.
1925 -Western State Normal School graduates: 55 Bachelor of Arts degrees; 4
Bachelor of Science degrees; 517 Life Certificates; and 49 Limited
Certificates.
Faculty numbered 184; had band and touring Glee Club.
1927 - Lydia Siedschlag, Western State Teachers College Art Department, taught
first extension course at Kalamazoo Occupational Therapy School.
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Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events,
1903 - 1980 (cont.)
1927 -- Name changed from Western State Normal School to Western State Teachers
College.
1929 -Western State Teachers College became four-year teachers college.
1937 -Music Therapy program established by Wilhelmina Harbert at the College of
the Pacific.
1939 -Western State Teachers College granted first Masters degree in Education;
coordinated with and supervised by University of Michigan.
1940 - Western State Teachers College sponsored fifth annual performance of
Handel's "Messiah," under direction of Harper C. Maybee.
1941 -Western State Teachers College curricula broadened to include courses other
than education.
Western State Teachers College renamed Western Michigan College of
Education; approved by Association of American Universities.
Kalamazoo State Hospital Occupational Therapy School transferred to
Western Michigan College of Education.
1943 --$4000 grant from W. K. Kellogg Foundation to establish loans and
scholarships for students in Kalamazoo State Hospital Occupational Therapy
School.
1945 -Harper C. Maybee became Dean of Music School.
Dr. Elwyn Carter appointed Head of the Music Department; addition of two
new music faculty.
Pianist added to music faculty.
"(T)he standards of the National Association of Schools of Music will serve as
a guide in the formation of the curriculum" (Western Michigan College
News Magazine, 1945, p. 2).
Western Michigan College of Education music program approved by National
Association of Schools of Music.
Undergraduate degrees granted in music.
$5000 grant from Upjohn Foundation for scholarships for the Kalamazoo State
Hospital Occupational Therapy School.
1946 -Major in music degree approved at College of the Pacific.
Psychology Laboratory begun by E. Thayer Gaston, University of Kansas.
Harper C. Maybee retires.
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Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events,
1903 -- 1980 (cont.)
1947 - Cooperative program established between Western Michigan College of
Education Department of Music and Kalamazoo State Hospital.
1948- Music Therapy Clinic established at College of the Pacific.
Harper C. Maybee Library established at Western Michigan College of
· Education.
Maybee Music Building begun at Western Michigan College of Education.
Arnold Lo Patin at Kalamazoo State Hospital as "new institutional music
director."
First graduate degree in Music Therapy approved at University of Kansas.
1949 -- Sigma Alpha Iota begun.
Marcella Stamm Roltner, music major, used her musical ability in therapeutic
manner for Red Cross during World War II.
First graduate degree in Music Therapy (called Master of Education in
Functional Music) granted to Wayne Ruppenthal, University of Kansas.
Carol M. Collins graduated from Michigan State College with degree in Music
Therapy.
Carol M. Collins employed at Kalamazoo State Hospital as music therapist.
1950- National Association for Music Therapy founded; Ray Greene, president.
Western Michigan College of Education music program accredited by National
Association of Schools of Music.
1952 - E. Thayer Gaston elected president of National Association for Music Therapy.
National Association for Music Therapy approved core curriculum for
undergraduate music therapy program.
1955- Western Michigan College of Education became Western Michigan College.
1957- Western Michigan College became Western Michigan University.
Registration of music therapists begun by National Association for Music
Therapy.
National Association of Schools of Music became accrediting body for music
therapy programs.
1958- First undergraduate music therapy degree program at Michigan State University
under direction of Roy Underwood.
Carol M. Collins began teaching music therapy classes at Western Michigan
University on a part-time basis.
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Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events,
1903 -- 1980 (cont.)
1959 -Robert F. Unkefer became director of music therapy program at Michigan
State University.
There were 184 registered music therapists.
1960 -Michigan State University offered undergraduate degree in music therapy.
Carol M. Collins became National Association for Music Therapy Archivist;
official repository for National Association for Music Therapy Archives
established at Michigan State University.
"Grandfather clause" eliminated by National Association for Music Therapy.
National Association for Music Therapy-approved graduate curriculum
established.
1961 - First music therapy degree at Western Michigan University granted to Carolyn
Krill.
Carolyn Krill employed as music therapist at Kalamazoo State Hospital.
1963 - Passage of Community Mental Health Center Act (PL 88 -164 ).
1966 -Carol M. Collins received Masters degree in Special Education from Western
Michigan University.
1970 - Carol M. Collins began plans for music therapy laboratory and clinic at
Western Michigan University.
1972 -Brian Wilson received Master's degree; began teaching at Ohio University in
Athens, OH.
Music Department joined Departments of Art, Theatre, and Dance to form
Western Michigan University College of Fine Arts.
1974 -Passage of Public Act 258 further established the Community Mental Health
System.
1975 -- Carol M. Collins resigned from position at Western Michigan University.
Carol M. Collins developed music therapy program at Indiana University at
Fort Wayne, IN.
Brian Wilson became director of Music Therapy program at Western
Michigan University.
Passage of Education for All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142).
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Timeline for WMU Music Therapy Program and Related Events,
1903 -- 1980 (cont.)
1976-Graduate Music Therapy degree program implemented at Western Michigan
University.
1976 -- Occupational Therapy Department became part of College of Health and
Human Services, Western Michigan University.
1979 -First Master's degree in Music Therapy granted at Western Michigan
University.
Music Therapy Clinic opened in East Hall.
1980-Music Department became Western Michigan University School of Music.

Appendix G
Preliminary Headcount Breakdown of On-Campus
Undergraduates Enrollment
(September 29, 1952)
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Preliminary Headcount Breakdown of On-Campus
Undergraduates Enrollment
(September 29, 1952)

Semester I, 1952-1953
MEN
1951 1952
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
S�cials

551
441
418
416
116
1942

642
454
432
370
177
2075

WOMEN
1951 1952

TOTAL
1951 1952

537
334
275
259
190
1595

1034 1179
792 778
672 707
683 529
327 367
3508 3670

483
351
254
267
211
1566

Graduates
TOTAL

(Source: Western Michigan College, 1952, p. 21.)

194 350
3702 4020

AppendixH
Pictures of Pioneers in Developing
WMU Music Therapy Program
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Harper C. Maybee

Marion R. Spear
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Appendix I
Internship at KSH
(Collins)
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Ootober 28, 1969

Robert Hohaee

C&rQl co111na, Inetructor ot Muaio TheNPJ'

,.. ;7-__l
.....

...

.....

1

Bational Aeaociation tor Huie TbeftP7 Twnti.th Annual Conterenoe
Lawrence, ltlln11&11
Ootober 14 - 18, 1969

•Hbteen

1. Th• Education Colllllittee reported
IICbools DOif on
the liet or accredited inatitutione. An epidadc eesu to haft
occurred 1n Wiaconain where they auddenq baff S achoole
offering music therapyl)
2. !al.ulazoo State Hospital subllli.tted a propoeal for Cllnical
Training. We expect thie to be approved and plan tor Sue
Higgin•, a married student, to begin her int.ernabip there this

�.

J. This -.. the l.&rgeet conference in twenty 7ean with
approxiaate� 250 in attendence. Ianeaa Uninraity Nrnd
•• boat and furnished moat of the progrua.
\ -· ·,. r--,

\ 'J /

i (
'.

4. Our three recent graduate• are now e.plcqed at Pqne
Wbitnq Clinic in Rev Iorlt CityJ Topeka state Hoepital,
!an-■J and Baetinge State Boapital, Millneeota.

l

CCajv

Appendix J
WMC Inter-Office Report
(Farley, January, 1956)
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WSlC !JllliPt
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WSIC IUIW.'T A'l
-w.unu JUCHIOIJI aou.m1

A\ lb• }lJ"••ent Uaa, W•at.11'11 "'ahi,u Coll•&« h look:t .. o..,.r
&be -1 laaU® 1a Ula !1•ld of Jtualc !hn•i;o·- to c!e\ent.111• wh.\ber or
ao\ U

IIOlll4 be 114T1adl• lo ••kblUh a oa.rriaw.1111 lo Mu.le 'lbertrp1

at 'UUG lUUIQ\lOll.

'l'bt 1t•ber of oolleps &nd un1ftraitle• ~ t

otter au.on a curncuua: 1a n17 aa&l.l 1DdHd aDI! west•rn feele \ha\

u

ai.'2',t aaa

•

a11Ul• ••irtbuUOA to \Aa

eciuc&UoDal

ph&nH af

om- soc•'7 1t 8UAh a crJ.rr1ow.a ooul.4 'be 1A�W at

offer oou.r1u 111 aiai.c t.bera:,y.
"1th a ■aJor in kua1c 'fb.erao;,.

w,

lull ca.uea.

K01t of tbet: lea! \o t.htt � dep-H
(S•� .A:,pend1:r for IIIOl"e apecif1c

det&ih.)

Al ft1'Do Collq•
Mil..u.kae, W11eona10

M1ahiPD Sta.t.e Usl1nr1.,
kai W.UiD&, 111oM...

Oollep ot 'l!M Pao1fiO
Sioakt.oa, 0al.1foft11a

lie,, lncle.nd ConH�\ory of Muaio
.-01to11, �... aaac."IUaette

.Fl.orlda State Uni wrli \7
!all.aha•n•, non.cu

kooNnl t Uni ftrd t7
Chio•eo. Ill1D01t

1011\\oi:me Collep
St.. 1'>w.a, �1■�

Dlliw�d ty Df
l.aVNllloe, luau

Ian••

( Tti.e Clewlant lnet1 tuh of Huaic at Clnwl.and 1a plann1nc a Muaio
'tberap7 'PJ'OUU for t.be near tuture. but 1t 1a not e■t&bl1ahed at U1e
-pTHIDt t1■e.)

• • •
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� uae of aide in u-eatinc 1llniea■ h by no aHzH a ..,, \h1JIC.

t.b• anoieat Qnek ad J«n,Uazi c1 T1l11a\1on1.

M&Q auieat -philN

opMn bald \ha\ 111aio bed peat bHl1DC aDd. 900\b.111&

b.ilhl.7 to lit aooial 't'lrhea.

He tel t tba\ th• u.. at ns1e aa4

r1 �• were Te17 1aporba& to a pla&H.Dt life.
•ot of •• !fflllllo atat.••

.Plah ltt � flnrrtb

,ba, mi• llad c,aut1oa ..,. lloUl T-,

la,ona, tor a ,oud llla4 _.
out Ute.

po_,... �

-47.

11M anl.4 11oua \e --' �

J.rlHoU• felt �\ aaio ba4 -diol&al etteou. ..d .laU

baa1Cl ld... h ucribed '\'o b7' -.n7 p17obaUri•t• of todq. 1

loutheil. ltrlght. 11•1ch-ell1. Pa-perte. and CaJ:IU!'■O; ltueio anA tow1:aotiona. l.1 "'•rl&ht. Pu'bl1ah1� Co.• (iev York) 1952:-;;.- 25-�

OUltir uoieata llftO /alt tu tharap9uUo ftlue of aui• ,,.,,.
0aH14oru • f•U ibai aa1o bad \be pc,war to NaDft srt•f ud ..u.,
•1 t doth edmnaate f...-. 0 tunH 0 eppeueUl orwtl t_:r. a11&••1b ba&n
n•••• and to audl u are walcb.tu.l lt oauaetb 41Uiet re■t& lt tu••
awa., ■pl.Mn u4 hatred--1 t cnu-e, all ll'boaeneu u.4 b•TiuH of
soui.•2 Py�ru baa Lett ua u ea.llnt 11114 ft1'7 alear explaa-

aUoa of U.. appUaUoa of 111&slo lher"P)' 1D bi• U•1 •o olHl" o 1n
taa\ tbal llall7 of \.boH uc1•Dt prlncn plH are &JJPlloallle and uHM
lll aoden �rai,7. 3
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balo

!Mraw-3

lroa Ul••• e:ue::;ilea. 1 \ can 'be ••ec that cua1o aa a \bttq,y h
-..ry. wry ao1mt..

Hove'ft?'. nalo therap7 aa aa ol'pllllatMl prof••alo•

1■ far fro• aoien\.

ke.roel.7 aore \bu lea :rear• •• aa1c •--

u • pnte11lo11 vu De&rl.T JIOD-biatai. ta

4-1111.a1o 2heraw--ll)a.t Cid Wb;r'. a pacrpb.iu p1'epand '7 �• JtauoD&l
M80a1a\1011 for Jtu1c 2harap7. p. 1

~ . of oou.z-.e.

ain.110

lhera·.'J' has IIUCh u•a\er 1•~l1oauou an4

110re far reach1� effect.■ than lh• ao-cslled \herap1 of \ha uoieau,

or tor that uttw, •nn the Ulerapr lhat. vu used or at.\• --p\M lhit"V

or torl,J 7-.n 8#J•

.leoaaa•

Ille NllMl.

'-IJJ'lul• of

OU'

ocnmU7 an

full &D4 onr-novtn&. the demand !or eu1o t.herapiats. u
all o\hel' kinda of thera,;:h\1 h p-ea\.
ot -.tc lherapht■ HaU.allb.

well

a1

J'v v•atet- \AM ibe _.._,.

Dli1 U&N

u

AecH■ar:, tor \he ooUec-1.

'Qll1 "f9rs1 u... and t.rain.1n« boapi ta.la \o broada aa4 azpud \Mir

t.ninuac �O"- 11l 111S1e \barapr lo \ha\ thl■ urpa\ aae4 ..,. N tllled.
!o do.\4'• t.Mre ha • no\ b.• D

•

larp

.-oun, of r•••arab 4one oa

"the pJ"Olalom 1D~hed 1D tba -u-aiDln& of av.a1o UaerllJ)11U.

Jloweft!',

t.h•n ha• been n.l.ld reNaJ"'Oh 4.on• in acao ar•u 'b7 qa.al1t'1ed pn'90aa.
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... 10 turei;,.,,_4
!.be �oaaaa Adll1n1Urac1011 1u\&ll.at.1.on• � eU-OaelT --,v.,.
th• aN ot 11\&alc 111 Nb.dUUatioA •1 �Uoaa.
Rn•&J'Ch hd bHn apomored b7 euah pri•a\e oJ'plli•aUona ••
� Uoap11al.1S•d Yeterea1 Sernot of ihe lkaicr1PI ....,c-ar liutd.
Ind tile �a1c Raeurab foundation, oot.h of lew Yark C1V: .
Mu1oal hlciaDo. af .ll,1\Qll.

�•lo lb•J"aW l"fle&Nib Oil lb• cl"'ora'9

_, ••MN lawl 11 offered a\ '1M tJa1 fll"al ,,. of lee■-1.
Alhbalff la M1on1cu baa

..a.

-.,. ln

ennalft report•. U WU U lflll•

ft.D de -.1.1 on auic io P-.aa7l..,.la 1.D.at1"1Uou.

O\hae lllbo haft

�• notable contri but� oia �r. the field or ,.. ..uob are Dr. Salmal
'll. 11.aall\on, -toraw preudct

or

� Aaar1au

�auto AaaoCl1aUoa:

Dr. Abe Pe:::1naq, oa;,mol.oc1U; Gd OJ'. Bo.u'd Baaaoa, Dll'NICII' ot
tbe Jaatmarl Scbool of 1--uaic, 2.oebeater.

:hen ,wuuen. � ot.hera

h.a•• vr.tt,en oD • T&l"1eity o! t.o;:1c• dW'in£ the

lut tew 7ea.r1 and

thro"QCb their attort,, a fairlJ' larc• acCUIIQl.aUon ot lDon ad
a.rticln are nov eTa.ilable. 5

�Ib1�., pp. �2

!'nere ar@ lll&n.1' rz.e,h ud many d1rterent uHa for 11u11c u a
therapy 1n th• healing of both the Hn\&llY u4 p,t:\Yaioall, 111,
2be -tber'9piat imst han &t hh eoaaand • '-owl•� of IIID7 k1Dt11 of
a11c, ( L•. liUa1C \h&t hu a ha.r,p:, ful1n& \o

u.

aa4 aru.a1c, tut

11U.11c, 1lov au.ale. aelonenol.7 ■ua1c. e\c. e\o.) IID4 ba Ind\ N di•
"to 4e\enu.ne exactly llhat ld.nd of 11U11lc ,o 11.H \Cl tu· an7 &1.,_ ■1"-'1.oa.
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~r

•%&11:pl••

the music

\,a

'4H

1n a tu.'berouloa1e w.ri abould 'be

t\.\.l.. fairl1 aof\, perturpa ouWoor IIU.810.

not to bore t.bu "1th t.oo mueh.

abHl"-

2beH � paUenh al.WT9

1requllllt cilance• 1D tempo and I"�

u well a11 dynam1.ct anc 110od are necear:ar, \o kee-p their lA\c-eU. 6

Just 1n •elect1n, tn,ea ot sua1c tor tbe ti patien\.

lt 1• obrtoua that

tn11 •�t of oondit1on• 1D 1elect1n11111a1c 'l«>uld br no meane aa,1•f'1
the aoh.!.10:;:>h.renic, t.ne ps;robotio indiTidual., or &ny ewer of Ule

a tbera�.

!he nnc tner.,.S.•• WQld ---.U, .,� \le •xPM'94 lo '

?N'tJC1a\ Ul -1.l '11 Ma.ah,

wt

oea-liainlJ w,uld be npt'O't.ed 'to 'be

&bl• to a4&1n1a\tr t.bers;a to • Luae IUUIMJ' e.-1 l'U1.eti7 4f ,-t.ho\a.
!n UU'I �ucaUon&l. procra for a m.ato lhar&f:d•'-• a ,,..., 4Ml
ot ttw iwc••UZ7 lu.ntl� h b.G4l.ed lhro'Q&b bo•?i \al orle11\&Uozi N!.4
actual wrk ln the b,o1pi �ala.

1t h beN �i ,be a\lld.ut 11 UpNWd

tc r•ell)' get the fNl or aulo tharap1 111 praoU ae and b�n to be
able \o r-copiH hi• rob aa a tutW'1t amaic UMtr&1,)iat.

Jollow1.J:1C it

a Hat of hp•rhncn �ch abould be uooapl.1ahff dur1q \be 1n�t"D
•h1ll at \be howpi\al.

� 11&1. la coap119' W "11.balJd.M �- Jiu�•\•

111

Oo1"1eip of Iba Paa1t1o.

''°•'°"•

Oal1fon1a.

•i. It ( the hoir;,1 \al orientaUoz.) ah:,ull! ;,P0"1�e adequate time to
'become a part of the ho•::1 "1 famil.7 or pareouel.
2. H abould "-" tti. alud.en\ oppo:rtmuU• \c take an acuw pa-t
1c boepi \al f'UAcUona.

J. l t abould help tbe •�en\ k lean alMna\ all '7'J)el of pa\hnU
for � music aq � 1Ddicate4 or oonu-a1D41oate4.
4. It 1hould foster c1eairabl.e \-,o-w, rel&Uoaah1-p1 vUh bottoi \al
p•�ebiah'ic a14••• p«r�nn•l, ni,er-.taon, mu·•••• 4oo\ora. aoaial
vcri:ert. nther thera�1nh. etc.
5. It •boul.d prov1de a laborator:r to praot1 oe tecblliq-.i .. acquir�
1D the ela•sroom.
b. It anould offer olu-•• l•cturea, ••ainan, and an 1►■11"'Tioe
ty-:-•• �f f'duci_ tional progz.'t, •• well air o'ba.-rnt1on� of !'thl!T therat:1.11
1n r.ction.
7. It ab.ou.ld ■UIIIUla\4 the stud.exit �o Noord all obHrn.Uo1ia, to
ke� accurate l'Ullll1n, record.a. and \o cooperate 1n &l N .. &rcb proJ•ch
u far u pou1 ble.
8. U tbould affo� tb• 11u10 tl"aiDH a Cha:ioe to •ftluat• bi■Hlf
in hn:• of hie potm:U&l avcctht and wakmH••·
9. u ahould hacb Iba 1'-ld•t. bow to work' udn tb• 4ineUon or
a tJ-a1n-6 •ud.o tbera-pll\. and how \o deTelop l•ad.c-ahtp 1D all 111111c
act1T1 Un.
10. It a..�'Jl� C?'Ute 1n tbe , tudc\ a desire to f1Dd new and better
vaJ"9 \o direct a trul.T \bare:oedic arua1c p!'OCl'U, whioh llhall Dot
1"wict10n 1n hole.tion, 'but sh.all aerre the t:)tal rehab!H tat.ion
pro�nm o! Ui• llo•7'1 t&l. •7

7Harlllert. W1.lhela1.nal. •• '!be Zl.•nh of .. UtecUftBoei,tt&l Mua1o
hltenwup•, � l'h•r,w �. N.. JllaJ1.ma »inc: !'be ■aUoul
A.uoeiaUon for Huie '!heraw (LaWJ'ftoe. 1.aa ... ). 19�. p. 195
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W1\h th1• brief o~tl1ae of the h1ato17 of th~ rru11c therar;i•t.•
aaall now n•v the J)J"neat curriwla of'
in an anapt
a.i "JI

•••'m"D Jl1ob.1.-r.

"° &eleJ'lline -.t oounet would
l.•adue

a .n-teullDI

JteJor ua ,-a10

Ooll•c•

ba'ft \o 'be added lo

to the iechelor c! lfua1c d1p-u w! th a

Daenw.

'!h• f'ollowin« basie 111111.u, requir••nt■ tor �• 19acbalor

• "'11ia tbG"aP7 )taJor were ed.opted b:, Ille la&ioa•l

tt.l1ic clecrH w1

AaaociaUon

tor

ot

.Maalo

!b.ffaw

OA

ac».'NIINr

1.. 1952 ed. lt7 tbe aaltow

AalOCiaUon o� Sobool• o! �o on JowlD.ber 29. 1952 •

.U \ho� lh• KAIM b.u ••t up 111111.1na requ11"fll9ata tor • auaio
t.n•raw cnrriculua. 'lbe7 do mt ofter aaO!'ed1\at1 on to •ailool• ln
t.ta

area of susic: tharaw at lbe pra1.nt

it••

becauae

ltA.1).1

teelt that

11ieu in '111• field .ba'ft no\ bee11 ■ufi'icientl.7 tried lo warratit
ilccrec!i t1� S.n the

&J"a&.

8

8 1. penoaal leUer t.o • f'roa 1-lrnett C. '?ut.h.111. Secrntuy of the
!il�. llcftEH?' 10, 1955. (On file.)
Aleo, \he. Aaericmi Pe70hiatr1c ,btodation and the .Aaer1MA

,,._c!1ca.l Anoe1at1oti d'." mt •r~o'tt t.hf" !IA-~ :-n~c t!lerar,y l"t~~~tntl

st -th• i,reHn t 'l1 ••·

J.1'I. 1 � meett nt w1 th the etu� t1oo oollUI!.! t tee of

the)' do DO\ of'fleial� a;,,row eduoaiional p!"0c:na1 1n au:, of lb•
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-qr1au• lbarap1H.

..catr9.

th•J"afr7 te iiot b. file 1.....

d1otioD of t.he AMA 1 t l • 4ou)tful Ulat tb.,.

wn l

u.,• .mi•

•Tff llr)T)fflft

?"o�•• bt1t 1 t p.ro'babl)- 4oeci 1 t aauer cu.oh wh•ttiu

Ut•r

th•

do oi- not

u lo� u 1 t h approftd 'b7 JW!!. 9

'A � letter n-ca tJr. •07 ndffWDod, MtdltpJ\ llklt uainratQ,
.C11•�w 5"- 1955. (OIi ftle.,

Oun1oul.u� lead1nt t� the Be.ehelor of ""'1910 decr-e v1th a Mu■io
'l'herapr ma.Jor:

C011tOOa1t11 oourae 1n t.heor,-.16 ••· noun
� of nai c l! tua tu:re and bi• \or7
A 111n11R11 of 12 ••• boun tro& the tollowin« ooUNHt
Pon ud .&na1,..11 (aill11nU1 4 ••· hrs.)

Oouterpo1nt

Ooepoal UoD lll tb• Daller fora• � � and inolud1D1 the \b.J"N
part •one toraa
Onb••trat1on
CoD4ucUnc ( required.)
R11\c\17 of Muaie
AZTUCiq (reqnired)
ReCNta.t1ou.l Nuaie (1"t�1red.)

To include fac1l1t7' at th• r1ano ( eight ;,lqin&:, 1-,ro-nu.Unn
a4 pla;rinc lt1 .-ar � illpor\&Dt); olaat wt'tt ill T01" u4 au
tut1'UM'ntal raa111... 6oaN ltaowl� of orp.D t� d•11nl>1•.
(A \otal of 6o ••· hrs. in (A.) and. (J) �oft.)
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Music 1ber�--;

To include �.U. ah, tr.,aec.t., 11oloo. �1olog, and tile
Baa&Di U••• JC
h.ra.

•m..

%). 5oo1al S-IU.41••
'fo 11'clw1• Prtncipl-■ of Sociolog. t:i&li.nquant and Piormal
leha't'1or, �nw BJ'D•De. and the 1.ci.u,. � aa:i. nra.

To include General PS7cboloo, Child or 44.o)Aaceni. P•Tcholoo�
�lmol'Ul J)IIJ"Ob,oloo, PSJ'Obolo&r of Huie ( l. ••• bra. ) , Illfluenoe
of lluio 011 lehanar (}-5 ••· hra. ), -4 Clizlical ■n� !x-o.,._
.laealal PVCbiolog, A tou.l of 16 ••· h.rs.

, aeu. hr�.

� ••· hrs.
Ill ld41,t.oai to 'the 12! ..... ,.,. hour• listed &bofte • llinimua ot
•1x aon\ha clinical tr&1D!Ac ~bro~ rea1de.llM launaab1p in u

-i,pron4 uu.ropqGD.1&U1a boap1 i.&l w1 � u ••t.al)l1a.t.•d lllll1 c pl"OVa&
i• :Nquil'e4.

StwienU plMnS..- to wrk w1\t MDtall7 4.tecth·• OP

b.aD41-r,ped ahlldJ'n ab.ould apad u a4c11 UoD&l ,., aonthe ill a
AJ)propriah 1mt1 ti.lt1on. l0

lO..,_i..,. llad Jlecnlat1oaa, laUouJ Aa■oc1at1oz. of' Schaolt of Jllu■ic,
1953", l1thopr1ntec. by Oua.nin,:,-1-�loy, lnc.: (Ann .Arbor, l<icU.6a.n),
1953. l'P• 16-17
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l..
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.

,.

Oener&l Pqcholoo 200-3 ••· hra.
h70holoc, of AdolHO•Doe 213-3 ..... b.r1.
.t.uonaaJ. P17o.holoa }05- J H.111. bra.
P-,,.holo,:, of Mulio lK:>3-2 ... hra. ( 4 ••· bra. la the
lli..nUlua. �. requir■■ent; 2 au.. nra. ban to N added)
( ln.t'lue.nc• or Music on Aeb.aTinJ'--}-5 ••· hra.-no, otfared.)
.ileen\a.r7 r..xoeri.JteataJ. '·.,-ooolo� JOl-3 ••• nra. or
Clial:oal Payonoloa 309llC--2-4 ■-a. hra•
.-.1n1au.m �Lau.-lc ••• hra.

0.-al.

ao-,uai.

Oriea\&Uoa

2 ••• bra. (aoi ottered)
G-.

GeM1'111 ll.ect1..,•

8 ••• bra.11
lloau.l.o(. � J.nnouneecent1 �1+::::55, Wes�.-n Nichipn Col:ie,e; -pub.
WH"1"D H.1Ch1.pll ColJ.eC•• (
amasoo) 195'4

>. naaar,- of thfl abon lht abovt that the tollow1nc oour■H
-,uld ban to be added � the 'Pl"••9rlt ourrtoulmi 1n order \o tul.ftll

&NJ'•Uoaal N1J.al�2 or ) MIi. br•••
Del.1AIIUllt 11ml lional hhaYi.o�i> aai. hra. (6ooS.al StudlH De-p&J-tant)
PQaaoloc, at M.alo-an exnanuon of t.be prHellt 2 HD. br. oourae lo
a
hr. oour••
lllfiuan•• o£ /'lluato on .Beb.atiol'-}-5 HIil. hra.
aeneral ltoSp1 t.aJ. Or1entat101>-2 eam. hra.••

ta••·

{"benational. fnffllp)' 222 f'roa the OT DepartDent 11i4'llt 'be ueed u a
Mapcr&17 eubl\1 tu\.e 11.1, 1 t. contain@ eos:ie of t.hu aateri&l relati n to
Beotratlonal Hua1o.
••Boapi'lal. Cue 6t.ud.1H 352 !J"OJI tlw O! �taent 1:1icnt. 'be uaed aa
a �r&r7 aubatitu\a.)
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ttuslo '?llar.;y••l2

i ►•,at,.ol.oQ o1 ttua1a. Die 1anuen.oa o! kluic on �Tio,.. aa4
Bo�i \al Orlenlation ara � 811&10 .ore oom-•• aoool"d111g t.o •
recaoaand.at10n b7 t.b.• JiA.1"!1'.

lll & l•U•r froE Dr, �07 T.md.e�o4.

Cnairs& o! l.be �OIIDi H� of l.dUCS ti OD for i.b• i..r��. il• •kt.al \ha\

•.?roo.D-4'

�na �•ateat. dif'fiaul� 70u would •zpar1eaoe wow.cl M la

lh• �, of & oo-.,e,4Ul\ per10n t.o tu.ah tale oor•

00\il'-••

W•

hefl aaa.robt,, tor .7eara 1,c, t1Dd. a penon \n.1•4 ln �h• pqobot.a
of -.e1c and � th11 yur baw v■ ltea able to looa\e • ...... •12

121. p■r.cn&l le tur from Dr. underwood• >ro'ftl:ibe,- 1 7 • 1�55.

( On tile.)

l'herdore. • r•a.acin.&bl• oonc�uainn a1,:t)\ be to add th• �oore c:ra.r .. , to toe eain-1 oulua if • anwn-pet.ea\ lns"1"Ue\n!" aoulA
to'Wl4.

w

W1 U1 thi• aoao11"pl1alled.1 th• oni,, o\h�r OOUl'lftS n•oe,s&17 \o

1uet NA!lM a1n1mum requi r•enu woult'I be Del1ncrien\ .anc! loraal lebanor 1
whidl oould ,,,-obalsl7

too � trouble.

w

added &o lhe PITQbolocr Dlrpart.,., w1$hoa\
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(CUffiOllluu of renN■a,a\1n aabool•
offeriDC OOUl'"■U 1ll Muio !ul'ap.r)
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heahaan Year
a..■1c lll, 112, ll3, 0oamun!CA.t1on Skilla, 9 cr•d1\a
bale 231, 232, 233, :Joo1� bl:4enoo, l2 arad! h
Nu•1c 102, Piano (hll. Winter, s�r1ni) 6 or,dita
IC\1110 104, Clau Voice ( 1a.ll'. \.'.:.nter. � _!)rin,i) 3 GJ'�1 t•
Hu.•1c 12oa,t,c, �••1c Mu,10, lf ored1tt
Hlleic l40 a,b,a, �l••• violin, 3 ore'11ta
Ph:,y1��l ldUCllt1on (1&11, Winter, �:.r1�J 3 credit•
Nil1 u.ey l>chno� l or .Ban'1: .l "11, '..'11.1. i.er. :»pri�)-flien, 3 an41 t•
ttu11c Act1T1t; (Choral, Jell, �1nteP, �print), 0 crredita
k•c1 tala, 0 credi ta

.:baaic :;.21, 1�2, 1�3. i.�tur� .t>cicnoe, 12 crftd..1ts
�•1c 102, l'1ano 0', I.,�) 6 cred1 h
�uaic 14oa,b,o, Clua Corne\., 3 oredi t■
!fu.a1c 204&,b.c. Mue1c R.1story, 6 oredltl
l>luaic 2203.,b.c, �uic �•ic, 12 cr6d1ts
Ph.,vsi ce} r.:ctucetion ( f, ·1.,£) 3 credi h
Pa:,cboloa 201, vemral. J-g:,-chology ( i'all) 4 ared1 t•
Snclologv 231. Int!"Od.uction \cl Sc,ciolo,t"T (ltinter) 3 cred1h
;;joe1oloty 25:.. !ntr!.1-::uct:..on te, !.ooial Peychology t :;,�rin61 1 credi h
�� 11 t,u-y !i� ence ( or .itsod; 1'',", �)-Hen, 3 m"'9d.1 ts
!�de J,ct1'Yit;v (Choral; ,.·.. ,;;) 0 cr-41U
Rael \al■• 0 credi tri
(Mfln Rtudent• IIIUJ" utt ac1T1aetl to 1>0■\-pone kuaic l1'0a.b,c to t.ha ,hm1or
79e,r- becaWle of M1l1 t.ary Science r equirement■)
Junior YHJ"

�.a1o 2 1 !l, ?�. 243, Humani uu. li'
Huaic l40a,b,c. Clu• Clarinet, 3
Muaio 302, Plano (1,"',!;;) 6
Mua1c 3�'9.._c,b, Zn•��ble and �onauct1n£, 9
M1is�c }YO, rerc-;1e,:;ioo, l
rhyai oal Fd-.ic1n1on, l.iqu.are !.J 11 ncintt, l
Psyonoloa 333. Onild PsyCllolo.; (lall) 3
P•�cboloo 300, Pr1nc1nle■ of ltenaVior {Winter). 5
Jt•ycbolot:, 3?5, .A.bnorll&l. �holo�- ( b;,rl.0&) 3
boci� Work 3246, Socl81 l'l'obl•• and D1aor�a&t1on (fall) 4
SpMch 242, Introduct1on 1.:::> t.M 'thea\or ( iori.0&) 3
Music .lctirtty (Ohoral or Imtrua�ntal, 1.�,S) O
RecHal•• 0
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Senior Tear
Mua1e J()2, P1amo (7,w,A) 6
Mu.11 c JlO.., ""1110 ad Worahi r ( 1all) 3
Mu.ale 310c, 'l'be An\b•• ant �o1au 5erT1oe �10 (,Pnn,) 3
Jitu.110 124. Pine Or� (r.w.�) 6
Mua1o 31+2.&.-b, o, Piano �thod.• and U t.eratu.re, 3
Mutio 4o6a,b.o, Li tere�n of �10, 6
>'!us1e 437a, Jt&nd Arn:n�n. ( wu.�r) 2
�uaic 449, ltuttic �r,- 1:: th@ ii1gb �omol (Pall) 3
►:ua10 l-5(;, 1�o-reat1on&l !'.Usie (�r!na;, 2
Pb79ica\ :thlcat1 :n, �r• �DC� C11ll�ns ( J'all <1r inrUig) l
f'qcno.l.o� 45,:., lnt.ror.:uct.100 \Cl CU..Qice.1 P.,.-cnoloa ( 1'&41, 3
Pe.:,cboloc 311, B%pel"i1H1:tal Psyouoloa: tn�uoto17 °"'1rH ('linter) 5
Loeit..l wor:t 438, Metal aad llloUon&l. B1&1eu• (a.pnn&,) 1t
Sl)eec.b 3�. 1,� Mab-'lll) an4 Co1tw11n.c < "111\v) 5
K 0 api \.al ln t.ernanip ( 6 &QJ).\ba)
An ef�o?'t ano..:.ld be 11.ede \o 1.nol-ad• amanc h'eabllan &Dd lo-pbc1BOr• f'h711oal

ldueat!.o:a COW'HI r.icb aubJecu as Con\el'po'l"aJ"Y Duee, J'nlk •Dd 0ountr)
l>a.nc1.c.�, �auare 1.JaJlCinc, aa4 t>qure Dano• 0&1unc.
!t 1s reco0u�r.ced that A �1fferent tn:,a of cnoraJ. aet1T1t� be aelected
eact :-,•�:r 1o order ,het tne •tudt1at Sfl:'f' nbta1n • wid1t '9'1!!!"1"'t� of
e.roer1 ence.
• •

0n1 n!"n ,7

.2!

•

•

• •

•

• • •

•

•

1:aaa�.

iiwquirement1 lh\ed by the On.1 nrai t7 o! hnaa• &N ne&J"l.T exact
dupl1oatH of t.b• 1J.tJ1. requir•111 U th.at were l11ted on
g �
9 in th1t �r.

pa&••

• • • •

•

• • • •

•

• •

•

lioote'"l t. Uni vers1 tt
1'1r�t Tear

~'9co n<! le er

;'ianc 201. 202. 4 ah
to1ce Cl•••• 4 eh
�eon mlC1 iu applic;:. l,-H, 10 ah
Cnor1a, 2 ah
Dai:ioe, 2 1h
B:ologr 101. �•yen. 101, 6 an
En�i•b 101, 102. 6 ab

r-iano 20}, �J• 4 Ml
lcic• C�a••• 4 ah
'ineo17 ,._ YI II, l.O ah
ChoMl&, 2 ab
:.7.ituoat1on 202, 203, b ah
P.,.-cboloc, 201, 215, b ab
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!l11rd tnr
Piazao 30l, 302, 4 ah
Hiato17 ot Mllaio 1-11, 6 ■h
co-aro1al ArraD&lllc 303, 2 an
Jl'U"eu.Hion lA8'Nllllll \a, 2 ab
ln■,rmnen ta, 2 ab.
ljoodw1Dd ln•lnMnta, 2 ah
Stri».& lDatruanta, 2 ■b
R•• Coad.UOUD&, 2 ■h
lta.a1c ill ,ne Grad.ea, 3 IA
flblaic ill the Hip khool, 3 ah
Mu • .AcU'rt U•a 1n �lad-Pl-1111117, 3 ah
lnin,. \o Mv.a1c tb9J'ap1, 2 ab
Metboela • Mai' 11 ot Mu. !Mrao7 1, 2 11b

llr•••

Plano }OJ, Jo4, 4 ab
Ol'pa 101, 102, � ah
Metbo4• la Mai' l• of Muic
91erap7 11, 2 ah
h,Taholoa 2S�P.,-oh. of Mtaa. 3 ah
P97choloQ 252 • 3 ah
&o0iolo17 101, 3 ab
llt■\ori7 105, 3 ■h
lpe•oh 101, 3 ah
Ja&lieD 291, 3 lb

UDo&\1oa 3�

am/or

laMR9h1p,• 6 11h

•&1:i: aontli• 1nterunip 1n an appro'ftel 11wro-pa70hiah"ic boapl ial and/or
a children'. hoapi bl w1 th IUl ea\ablleb•d ■uie VHQlent }'">U••
�h training will be Jtl'OT1de4 u Mon aa the ■tudent 1• oouideJ"ed
ce.pable. Ii aey be obta1n•d clurinc th• euaaer aontn1.

• ••

••••

••••

Al ffJ"D0 Oolle5e (MUVIIDDe, Wl■.)
1.he follovi� music cours•• are req111re4 of all candtdataa for the
lachelor of Music J>ecre•
Nu■ic !heor., (!II 3,4, 5}, 101, 109, 110) 18 1h
Muaio 1.1 ieature (J(l. 23, 24. 167, 168) S 1h
Muwic lducaUon ( Me 15) a. ■h
Coor41natill& Seld.UJ' 111 aaJor fial.4 0-2 ah

Music
Mu.ate
Music
Major
Minor
Minor

'lbeo17 ( ti! 155, 159) 4 ah
:r.ducaiion (Ne 163 1 16�) � ah
!'herap7 ( M7 25, 102, l3l, 132, 15l, 152) 12 •h
Partorunc• area (Plano) 16 ■b
PltrfOJ"■ance a:rea (Organ) � ah
Perfonaance area ( 1o1oe) 2 ah
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Jont.bcnm•

Coll•r (�\.

J..oula, tic).)

Mua1c lherap7 Ma,Jor
M.ano, 16 (v-41' boara)
'fbeQl7, 9
Ruao.n1c u4 Ccmtrapwl\&1. All&l.71h, 3
B1 • '-orJ of Muto. 6
Mu11cl.Uaramre, 2
OJ-OhHttattou, 3
ln•t.J'uaen\al Melhoda, 6
Coalluo�. 2
•••'ble Pl"71nc, 4
Cboru, "
la\arnablp
la ad41'1oD '6 \he H81o aaa4aio 1111laJ•n• r•IUlnd of all l&abelor ot
Mua1o oan414a\••• \be auto \h•rapt■t au.n ooapla\l 0.Aeral .aoloQ,
�aeuea, lalrod».oUu
Pqclloloo, &oo:1&1 Pvobolocr, .unol'llal
P17eboloCT• llla\al �cler&e, 1AU'o4uolo17 6oo1C'loa, latroduct.1oD ic
Social Vorlt. Influeaoe of llllaio OD. �"t"ior. Pnao1-pl .. tmd lla\boda
of "'1a1c 'l'lwra;::7, -4 ka\arlah of Mul1c !hera-;::v.

'°

Mua1c th.er� atudenh :parUc1pah 1n aide �-• at. ho•�)1 t.al•
for pa,ah1atr1c paUent.• aad �•7 1pend at. l•a•t a1% nont.n■ tn clin
ical tr&ininc at. one of t.h.eH h.o10Hal1.

•
Collen

al.

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

the Pacific ( St.oOK\oll, C&l.1!.)

!he OOVH at -� -•'- \ha nqair-.n\1 of \hi SA.SM.
traabua &ad •o�>boaor• -,.v 1 t. laal.114 .. :

In 'h•

ll&nollJ u.4 Jar !rein1.n& 1, 6 ( lm1 ta)
llanoJl)' aa4 •r fre.1nla& 11. 6
Ge•ral llt■t.017 at llllal■, 6
Jon m4 .Araa17111. 6
Cbona, I
iolo Clua, 2
Jioloo a4 Pb1'91ol.oQ, 9
Gaeral Pqdloloo, 3
Fh,-aioal llui• of iound (aoouaUca), 3
In \be ,tan1or and ••lor 7ear1, the required atud.1 .. include two uni ta
each of orahHvaUon, ooA4uot1nc, 1peci&l aua1.o h1atol"7, •ooial
o'bJecU "' in mullio aD4 •l•en ury an4 ••oandar7 auatc ••thoda.
lour \m1t• eacb. an nqulJ'ed 1n auato cnidanc• AD4 t.bera�. IIU91c
therap:, pl'll,0'1.0la, aa4 hoapi ,a1 orient&Uon. Sennt•� Nqulr-4 1m1 \a
1a p97abolog aiat. iul,ad.e pural, a4olaao•t., aboraal., and d1D1oal
p1,-oholo1T; •Jlu.l. IIT-1•• a4 p117obolo17 tor lh• hOe';)tioul child.
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Colle&•!?!� Puitle (oon\.)
Btaid.e\1 mat al•o \ake eleoUY.. eu.fflchnt to 0011nlet.e Ul• u,Jor
m4 J>UUOipat• in Ula &J'Oll:P 'fOOal an4 ln■vaaenlal aatin 11-■ of
111• 0oDHl'ftk>J'7. and. lhl".. mlH• of 1)1'1 Tate �101 ■tud)-. two ua1 ,.
of piano. aa4 one 1lll1, or or&an INI t ll• Hov.1"14.

lieqlliraients tor tne dep-ee Ma■ter or Muaic tor aaJor1 111 Music !berap,-:
Mu1icolo&:1 ...1nar. li (Wlita)
Oroheatl'atlon n. 2
J.V?ll� Mu91c. 2
ll0 apital Ol'len\atlon o 1-li
S.■1.DAr in Mllaic Jrduoa\1011. 0 2
Socloloo. 4
Cl1ainl P117oboloc:, • 4
!bea1a 0 4
JleothMo 1•3
Clu■ 1naV11ction lD wodvime, llraaa. permaaion, an4 ■trlnpd in•�
ruaent■ are al.ao S11S91ted tor aaet•r• cl•"1"9• oandldatea.

• • • • • •• • • ••

laglaAd Co11Hm\.orY

£!

( loa\on.

Man.)

J'real:lllaD Tear

Plano. Oa■-halt hour per week of pri fth 1n■trucUon in technique
and reperto1J••• � ( credi ta)
Voice (&uppleaent&r7). Ona-half' hour per week o! prl.,.t.e 1Datruct1on. 2
Nu.ale Dleo17 1. 1'1rat YNZ iolfec•• 4
Mu■lc !lheor,- 2. J'ir■t Tear Rarao:DT, 6
Nlla1o :lclw:at.iaa la. ISViD& Claaa. 2
Ntu1o MuoaUoa lll. l"--=Hion ClaH, 2
llulaDJ.
2. ltad.1•• 1D Iha Deftlopaent of W1•t•rn 'lhoupt, 6
B,aaalll\1 .. 4. &iro'!)MD Bt11io27. nrat ••·• 3
SWUID.1Uea 5• Aaerlcc Eht.o27. ieoon4 ••• J
P1:,cholo17 l. PenolUll. and &oclal .ld.Ju■taen t, 3
P■:,oholog 2. Pwor.>Uon u4 t.ha JS1o■oclal. Peraoraal1 '1, 3
Choral Praotioe. Cb.oral hc=uuque and I8terpretat.10114 2

'1••

l>opAOIICIN JIU'
Plmao, i.
'foloe Ckppl.•enta17), 2
ltu■lo tbeo17 311. SeOODd Tear Solfep and Da■ic Cond\1.CtiAC, 4
llu1o 1beo17 �- hoolll4 Tear &anOJ17, 6
Mu•1c 14uoat1oA lo. llooclvind OlaH, 2
Mu•lc ldlloaUoll 14. .Ira.. Claaa, 2
Mv.■10 I4 '8ramr• 2. Mule B:.■\017, �
Guff&l Soieue. lab'oductlozi to 8c1ent.U'lo &:p1r1t ud Method■•
.3
P■70boloa 3. ;__..i. PQ'obo loc,. nr,t .... • 3
P117obolo17 5. PQ"Obolo11 ot >hla1oal .Behan.or. ieoond aeu.., )
Cbonl. Pn0t101, 2

nr., ....

AppendixK
Appointment to Full-Time Instructor of Music, 1967-1968
(Collins)
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

I

KALAMAZOO,

124

MICHIGAN

May 2, 1967
Mrs. Carol Collins
7818 Oakland Drive
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dear Carol:
I am pleased to offer you full-time status in the Music
Department beginning the academic year 1967-68. Your ap
pointment will carry the rank of Instructor and a salary
of $6800 for the academic year (the Fall and Winter sem
esters).
It is my keen desire to work with you in developing a
strong Music Therapy program and the major part of your
teaching assignment will be in that area. There is a
strong liklihood that you also will be asked to continue
to work with Margaret Beloof in the keyboard area.
To aid you in developing your primary field, it is my in
tention to establish an advisory colIUllittee for Music Ther
apy which will be chaired by Elmer Beloof. I shall ask
you to serve as a member - ex-officio - of that committee.
Shortly after the beginning of the Fall Semester, Elmer
will contact you and the other colIUllittee members. I look
forward to your closer departmental affiliation.
Please be kind enough to respond to this letter in writ
ing.

Robert Holmes, Head
Department of Music
cc: Dean Cornelius Loew
RH:mlk

•9001
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nay

4,

1967

Dr. Robert Holmes, Head

Department of '.1usic
Vestern :·Iichigan University
Kalamazoo, �!ichigan
Dear Dr. Holmes:

I am happy to accept your offer of a full-time
Instructor's position for the academic year 1967-1963

at a salary of $6800 for the academic year (fall and
winter semesters).
I
I .

It will be encouraging to have an adviaoey ccnmittee
with which to work. One or the projects that seems moat
appropriate is a brochure on Music Therapy at Western
that will help distribute requested ini'onnation as well
as be initial contact with cot.mselore and yo\lllg !)eople not
yet familiar ·with music as a therapy.

ii

.;-, r;•
\''·-. / i
\\

L,

Your interest in developing a strone.' '1usic Therapy
program is greatly appreciated not only by me and our
present students but by our professional. organization,
the National Association tor Muaic Therapy, Inc., which
works diligent� tor quality education ot potential
therapists.

Thanl-c you for ::our efforts in iey behalf and in
behalf of the ;·ru.sic Therapy curriculum. I will look
forward to working with you and the advisory c011111ittee.

Sincerely yours,

Carol I. Collins
pj
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UN IV ERSITY
KALAMAZOO
49001
OFr1cE oz::- THE PRESJCEN"l'

July 19, 1967

Miss Carol Collins
7818 Oakland Drive
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dear Miss Collins:
Western Michigan University is happy to recommend you to its
Board of Trustees for a position as Instructor in the Depart
ment of Music, effective August 21, 1967 at a salary of $6,800.
for the regular academic year of two semesters. The details of
your position will be arranged through Dr. Robert Holmes, Head
of the Department of Music.
You will find enclosed a Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure
which has been effective as University policy on appointments
since 1961. We hope you will read it with care. It is meant to
protect the rights both of the faculty member and the University
in the important areas covered.
We hope that you will find this offer an attractive one and that
we may have your affirmative reply in writing in the near future.
Sincerely yours,

CJ
JWM:el
enclosure
cc:

Vice President Seibert
Dean Loew
Dr. Holmes

r�

",-ir,�

(...L)

! James W. Miller
President

'1
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7616 Oalcla11u .iJrive
Kalam!:>zoo, Lichigar:.
July 25, 1967
:Ur. J·ames .'/. Liller
Presiu.ent
,-✓ ester:J i:tichigan University
Kalamazoo, r.:;ichigan
490,..:,1
Dear Dr. �iller:
I am ha�py to accept your offer of a position as
Instructor in the l.Jepartment of Music, effective August
2.1, 1967 at a salary of �6,300 for the regular acaa.emic
year of t ✓✓ 0 semesters. I understand that the cietails of
:m;y positiOll will be �rrangeci thr0ugh vr, Holmes.
Thank you for t.ne 0tatem�nt on A.cao.emic Freedom arn:i
Tenure, w11ich I t.J.ave caref·u.11J stuc.iec...
Sincerel;,1 yours,
Carol I. Collins
(iurs. dm. D. Collins)

Appendix L
Appointment to Director of Music Therapy, 1972
(Collins)
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

I

CAIAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
49001

May 25, 1972

Mrs. Carol Collins
551 Ransburg Drive North
Apartment H
Carmel, Indiana 46032
Dear Carol:
This is to confirm our discussion of May 12, 1972, when the following points were
agreed upon:
1. I will propose to the Advisory Council in the fall that you carry the title
of Director of Husic Therapy.
2. Your Fall and Winter teaching loads will be reduced by 2 hours so that you
will have time to function as the above title would indicate (including handling
correspondence concerning Music Therapy.)
3. You will investigate possible new internship affiliations f or students in our
program.
4. Yo� will study the present conditions and future prospects of Music Therapy
as a vocation and make recommendations concerning our role in the field.
(Should we increase or decrease the number of students we prepare in this major
-- or leave it the same? Will the need for trained people in this area grow,
shrink or remain the same? Are there other areas of special education in which
our Therapy students should be involved?, etc.)
5. In February or March of 1973, you and I will meet and discuss items 3 and 4
above.
Best wishes for a most successful year.
Cordially,
Robert R. Fink
Chainnan Elect
RRF:ls
cc. Mr. Will Hahnenberg
Mr. Don Bullock

Appendix M
Appointment to Assistant Professor of Music, 1973
(Collins)
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Deps.t t."t!lE!nt of <!uE'ic
i'\:..: ..:- ·.:':_

r �+

·,\':

Mu11ic F&culty

�:OM·

Bo·;:, FiDk

S1f1',.T:: :;.: :

No-,uinatioue for Promotion in Rank

i\f•.r!.:: ,o:.n �·te.,iaive review of data anc careful deliberat!.or.. I have decided
1.:-: 1:c,1:: �-::,'.tc �.hree people fo:� pTomotion in rank. Due to �ny fee�c,:-9 rl,er�
·-.;-,,,·, :·,,~.: :H, e:;;; rr.2,.ny promctio!l.£; throur,hout ;.;he: Dnive�sity this year r.5 ill th£:
,.. .. "-· ·::oui.eq:J(.-ntly, it is l(t:ite poesiole th.st no� �;.'U three wi.:1 b� ,;iven
p;:-onll:it.i-:..'1r�. :se,,ertheless, 1 want the music fncu.i. tr tc 1-."!!ow cf my �ecollllllenda
.• 1. L ..
··.cr:•:_;~.;.~:ionr. e1~. l!.s ~: e.C

Cei''.Jl Collin::, to Aasi5tant Profes3or cf �u5::ic:
non 1'\ullock to P:i'.'ofesso-r "f Mude
Ech Whaley to Associata Profeescr of Music
I fee!. that th�ae tbrea fa�ulty members are particularly d�serving of prOlllotion
ti1.is . •c;z.r. 1 have et Cached a copy of the info-ruiatia,:i \..>hich tras 11ent to
·:·,., ��.:::.. ,:,� the Coliege of F:l.ne Art:a iu i.u,,pc.. ;.·t o:: the !tcm:imit:to.;.n.
'l'h.:-, ,1:T,nin�es ere t:o be congratulated for ti1e1r high leve;;l of professional
,1:_: !: .'? • i ty �1.1d accm:3plishment.
0
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Informt:.timi in Suppon: of a Promotion 1n Rank
for CaTol Col�ice
Edu•.::e,::io:,:

i'1icld.gim State. Uriive�Git:;·, B�ch�:i.or c: ,�rts Ums:i.� '.'.:het·a!'y;
Wentern HichiRan Ur.iven,ity, Haater of Arts {Sp�cial
Eduee.tlon for the �fout:;.lly Bandice,pped>
Ce·:t:1.fied ss a R.e3iet�:,ed �-fusic Therapi.at: by t.he National
i�C1sociation fo::: ?ius:i.<; Tr1�rury
A::tended Seminar ccncerned with the Pac� n.ethocl for group
piano instruction

1949
1966

l1sS

7

June 1972

Profeeaional Experiei;ce:
Kalamazoo State Hospital, Music Therapist, 1949-51
Kalamazoo St�te Hospital, Recr0ation
Therapist, 1954-55
•
Kalamasoo State Hospital, Director of Mudc Therapy, 1956-59
W2•tern Michigau University, Part-time Instructor of
�1uaic Therapy, !1usic !:.ducction and l'i.s:1:>, 1958-66
Western Michigan Uni'lren:lty, FuJ.1-ti.ll.e I:istrt.',c·,:or cf
'ifosic Therapy, '·iusic Eciucatio;� end Piano, 1967iJes·;:ern '.·1ichir:an University, D:1.rector of H.usi:: Therapy, 1972Proi:ess:tona1 Ac.tivity:
":-ie"1ber; Public: !telatio:,s Co.mnittze, :·Tc,::ior!<:"L.t As8oci.n:t:i.on fo,· :fusic
Therapy
Ch11ii:11111n, Certif:tcation and Rep,lsc:r�t5.on Ccrr.mittce, N.A.?·i,T,
Member, Executive Committee, N,A.H.T.
Second Vice President and '.·lembership Chairman, N.A.N.T. (19;·2- ,
Has presented seminars and workshops, se�d RE a re•ource �arson at
various conferences and conventions anc vieited cliuj_cal traininp,
sitee around the countTy.
Contributed case studies tc:> Gaston ancl Sch.ne:i<ier IP. �- in Thernpy_,
Macaillan Cc., 1968.
Departmental and University Se1:-vice:
Ae1viaor to itusic Thei:apy Club.
Makes hospital con.tncts to place students fo::- cli��ical trs.ininR,
Visits att.dent:s during si:c--mcnth hoapital ii1ternships.
Col:i.eagui.:. Support :
)irf;, Cell ins was nor.,ir...:..:-:':!cJ .For p:-r.,!l:ot;;..v!':. �)Y nior,:=! G:::° he�-- c1Jl:i..c?a�ue than
2.;:yont: el5Z: in l�!!T 1;c.nk .. ·tJep-r�·.::-t.::7'!(=.:r..1..:L.!.. CcJ..lt;..8?!\e r..vc:..:=. .l£.'::::: ::-:'.. �·'0·:·:1:1ci r.:t:.�)::1i te<l :)y
z,�: 1.si:- f8::u1ty ijembe:.w �. :L:1dic..:��E:::' ,;e,;.y St:".'onr: auppc:·t. ft.ir: 'nE::?:.: !);:ora.:-::io:1 ': l�.S y�r ..
1

AppendixN
Personal Data
(Collins)
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Vllt!U IGCIIGAI UIIIVllllff
DIPAITMDT Of NiSIC
l!r•on•l Dat�.

I-Jame: __ Collier, C■•ell,

Oc,11,

·,,i.1,. B,)

_
4
Aae:_4_________

6 7
1 111r,1!/:.. - -----
c�rrent Rank,-iin1�a, "t�1�a�c�teor1 ----------- Date Atta1Md:.c•E.-•.i.l.i....
Marr iod �----------------- IIUIDer of Children:

Two(Ages 19 & 29,

Dqreu or Dtpl--

EDUCATIOIII:

9
LaCrange Colleae. LaGr&n&;e. Ga. J)et.. :_1_ _4_5..;•�6..:;,_7,
_ _&________

IuatUut1rn

�lichigan State c.ollea11, i;aat Lanling

A.B.- Dec. 19 49

Western 'licl11g~n Cniv.

H.A.

Aug. 1966

PREVIWS UPBIIDCK:
?•�bing:

(Include lnatituU.ona, coarHI t-.ht, praot1ou, boDora, etc.)

;.1y prcviowi cxporience wna at i.alo1111azoo l:itate lloepital where I
Civil Service Clasaificationa of MuQJlc Iuetructor. then
Recr�ional ln&t1'uc tor, and �uaic Director •. The total worl.. experience
there waa eight years •

workAd under

. 1 also had experience ae church organist and dire ctor of b otn adult
--·- . .and. �il:Lld't'en•·choira, In additionJ l uad private piano atudenta.

Perfonniil,g:

Church

orr,anist

Accompanist for a nurnber of ·recitals Lly gr aduate stu<ienu and faculty
member••
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nmum

DIP� OP IIJSIC
S....ry of fi&CUlty Activities 1971•7a
I,

ED1JCATIOHAL ATTADD1!NT � CUlllEIT YIAI., loclu4• all study vitb private tucben,
workabop1, 1..tiiara, cliolca, ud •-r aadc centere tbat carry no collqa
credit but vbera work ia c�•rablt -to sraduac•· 1bldj'. Deecribt IIOQ-c:redlt
activitiee in detail, includJ.Qg aaGllllt of time involved, per1oae involved,
and • aUDD&tlOD in your own word1 of vbat vu accaapl11bed.
My main educational experience this year was teaching
l'sychology of Music l::d, in 111J111111er school, which waa qot only
the first time with this particular course content, but the
first ti1" teaching professional aualcian�d learniug from
them tn a cla88 setting.
Thia furniahed'a�ny naw ipaigbts
and increased confidence in aayaelf,

II.

TIACRJl5 ADILm All) UPICrIVINUS. Plaut ducribe ADJ anuual activlei••·
•tboda or innovation• tb&t you ue uaiq I.a, y�r teacbiO¥.
I am gradually increaeing. contacts with the public school• and
neighborioa inatitutiona where my students can participute and learn
to work with children aml adult& in reh.ibilitition.
This has been
the 111ost effective way I have found to teachH.T.
· ··•··· ·
We are getti�creasing number» of ruferrula and requeata that
furnish valuable experience for atudanta;, such aa a request from the
Speech Pathology Department for atudents to take part in a therapy seaaion
for a group of aphasic patients, and seweral .request& from a teacher-counaelor
from the Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate District for students to tutor
blind stud�s in area school■•
In the classroom I feel that my primary effectiveness is my
attitude toward studunts and entilasiasr.1.
I tiiink. my reapect for the
individual and willingnesa to be as helpful as possibile and sensitive
to feelings and probler,1s may co111pemu1te somewhat for my. problem of
being s0111cwhat diaori;anize<l. (I prefer to think of cyself as "flexible",
but students could interpret things differently, 1 1 we61 aware,)_
I
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&"U- � - �ry 01 �acu�ty Act1v1t1ea • lill-72
�.II,

I'RORSSlCIW. ACTIVITI ARD UCCJGltfflm.
A. Applied faculty -..y wiab to give particular coaai.deratian to the followiai:
l. Campus and off-campus perfor.aica, eitber eolc en: uaeable.
2 • Piano accompaniments •
3, lDati&aUon of apec:ial perforuncH by atudant1 and/or faculty.
4. Preparation of studaata for diatinauiallad perfonaanc• 1a caapetition1
Z,.Cb Peatival or lal--.aoo 8Jmpbon7 euclitlona, etc,
S. •_ . C.li.Dic-and adJudicatioa.
6. leHarcb and publication t.n the area of muaic perfOra&Dce.
7. ConductiD& Univera1t7 eoaNblH iD botb off and on c.-pua perforaeiaoe.
8, Conduct10¥ special concern and cHnica.
9. Distinaviabed ••erabi.p 1D profeuioaal ,ociett••• lt 1a uauaed
that facult7 will aupport tbair ra1pective profeaaiooal aocletiea.
10. Other
u. Thecrty•Compoaltion, History-Literature faculty aa, wiah to &iv• particular
conaideration to tba followi1'&:
1. l'Ublicetions of books and articlH ud capoaf.tioaa.
2.. . Per.foraancea, recordings, broadcaata of coapo.itiona,
3 , CoaaiH icna ,
4. Lecturea.
S, MJudicatioD, clinlcian.
6, le1earcb (Hlf iaprov_.t, experiaental cluuoaa .&IIPl'OV9MDt)
7. Bacognition for uliatance to 01,tstanding etudenta.
a. Nlmberabip, office• bald iD profeaaioaal oqa11isationa.
9. Other.
c,

ltJaic Educaticm facult:, aa:, conaider tbe criteria luted abova. Tba
JtJaic )SclucatiOG racult:, believH tlwt ao eapbuil ahould be •de tward
knowladga and raeearch in currant trend• ln education, and that faculty
involved with aaaic edacatioa c,uabt to aaiotaia a apecialty ill. aoae
field. The Hiaic Education ArH aho f..la tlwt faculty abould return
to the priaar:, or aecOGdarJ cla■arooa at interval• to Mlntalll • cloae
rapport witb actual clasarOOID teaclliDg.
Fall term: fun1isi1ed a music class three times a week for a claas
of retarded children at Kennedy School and help�d plan and
parfom their Cbristau&s program,
S0111e of the ll.'l'. majors
sometimes participated or observed,
Adviaor for an Honors College Senior paper and a Waldo-Sangren Award.
In addition to teaching hours I make all the contacts and arrangements
for the :1, 1· • 11 tudents' clinical training,
One Independent Study
Two seminars:

superviaetl.

1,

..

Feb. llat Kalamazoo State llospital for allied pro!fessions.
2, Feb, 13 for raoulty and graduate students inSpeech l'ath.
(Seminar with Depauw U, students was twice post-poned because of weather,
Now is planned for Fall term,)
Elected Second Vice-President ;�ational Aaaociation for Music Therapy,
which means continued participation in the Executive Committee,)

,'iember Faculty lfomen"s Club
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Pase J - Sllllail?J of raoultJ Actlvltiel of lf71•7Z

IV.

wmuxrr SERVICE.

Pleue U.et 1illlverlf.t)' acti.viU.ff tbat an aot clinctl7
related to 70Ur t••ehiQg reapooaibillti••: coaltteee, Pacalt7 Senate,
Univerlity workahopa, etc. PleaH Htimata the tia involved per w..t.
Faculty

_

auviser

for Music Therapy Cluli.

Involves

only about two houraa

month.
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Paae 4 - Suanary of faculty Activiti.. 1971-72

v.

COHIIJNITY SERVIC&, Pleaae liat all activiU•• tbat iavolve tbe ccaauuty.
Please be sure to give the number of private atudeata you currently teacb,
c�nity perforaanc.., conduct1- choral work. alllbera:ihip in civic organ•
iutiona, apea.kiog enaaa-nta, work wit.h fund drive•, clmrcb group•, etc.
In the eaa• of prof•••ionall7 related Mctivitie•, pl• ... eatiut• tbe aauat
of time iavolv�d per week. Include evei-ythiag that relate• to your profe••
aional etatua, ad to the 11DiftraJ.tpcC111a1nity relatiouhip.
Husic Di rector and organist for Chapel Hill United Methodist Church.
Twenty-five private •piano students.
Program for Tuesday :--tuaicale in Jan. "Huaic Therapy As a Career",
included two students.
Program for Quota Club Feb, 7 preeentins our blind �lusic Therapy major.
) (This invitation resulted from the Tuesday Muaicale .program.
liember A!-fERICAl\J ASSOCIATION OF u�nvi::RSil'Y Wcmlili

IV. MISCBLI.AlflOOS

Appendix 0
NAMT Conference Report, 1973
(Collins)
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Nowtaber 6, 1973

Dr. Robert Fink

Carol Collins
1973 National Aeaociation for Music 'lberapy Conference
University of Georgia, Athens
;1

Executive C�ttee Meeting• Oct:cb.er "·
Conference Sessions Jkn91",::-,,,· ' · 2
Si-,ary:

1.

I vu elected Firat Vice-Preaident (Progr- Cbai�n ....... 74
Conference in Philadelphia). Charles •••11, Director of
Music Therapy, Loyol.B in New Orleau, President 1973 • 1975.

2.

Nine new schools are now offering Mwlic "nlerapy Majors.
Four schools have adde.d "Introduction to Mlaaic Therapy"
Twelve have indicated pl.Bns to start new curricula in the naar
future.
Twenty-nine others have requested information from the Education
C�ittee in anticipation of organising new curricula.

l

Educator's "private" diacuaaioa waa pre-...,,,_d by dozen• of
representatives froai schools intereated in atarting Music Therapy
�ho filled the room. We had to survey a couple of courses ••
taught in variou,, established programs for theae visitors instead
of solving some inter-di:icir,linary problems.

The questionJ you asked last year about effect of increasing
program� on our curriculum and on the job Mrket still prevail:i.
I see increasing numbers of students enrolling so that i-,rograms
will be i-,lenty full but �e have no statistics about the job
111Brket since mental health, in general, 1� in a profound state
of flux.
-�
( You may be i11terested in kno,ing that J. Hause inquired about
a curriculum at Eastern, but learned that Wayne State already had
their ,.-rogram under Jay, ,o I don't believe they i lnn to pursue
the 1-ossibil ity. )

-

j

j, j,1.,.
·- · }-
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November b, 1973

Dr. Robert Fink

Carol Collin;;

1973 National Association for Music 'lberapy Conference

(continued)

3.

The trend in reorganizing s tate rehabilitatton services seems
to be to.rard hiring " generalists" or "rehabilitation therapists"
into .mich the apecializationa fit (Occupational Therapy, l!Usic
Therapy, Recreational Theravy). Iaplication for ua: See bow
we might r,lug into the .-,roposed Allied Health School.

4.

Report from our students and alWmli:
breakfast one morning:

I entertained eight for

Willetta Collins - employed in Atlanta
Marilyn Cool - em�loyed at Kalamazoo State Hospital
Kay White - em 1 loyed in South Bend
JohnLLangan - just com1,leted clinical in California
Carol Hassberger - currently training in Athens, Ga.
Monies Karle - student sent �1th Music '.l'berapy Club funds
,

Mary Pierson - student sent �1th Music Therapy Club funds
Michelle LaPoint - 3tudent sent "'1th l!Usic Therapy Chd, funds
5.

Visit ..;ith Frank Ed1DOnson - seems satisfied and challenged by
(He �•s actually dressed in tie and jacket!) His
his job.
colleague, Charles Eagle, Prof. of Music Therapy, reports that
Frank is doing " g reat".

6.

Students report that WMU comes out on top in a comparison of
Music build6ng facilities with the University of Georgia.

7.

General ob,.ervation - Members increasing (over 14(:l, includin�
;tudent members). Conference attendance increasing (approximately
666), and quality of ,,rogram .;;teadily im1,roving (e3pecially
research section).

AppendixP
Music Therapy Meeting, 1966
(Collins)
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October 2ti, l -1t,,.

Dr. Holmes:
Thu; er 1ef repo:-� of the meeting of teacrlers oi mus1c therapy .,•hi:::i: :
atte,wcc Oc.:ooer 17-U, i1, Cleveland is pertl.nent to our d ,scuss:..or: of Stc'.'e,·1d
weekE ago.
le -.: i.11 al�o serve as an evaluation of our curr i.culum as compared
:.: i ti·i t :-u. teii others 1.n the country .

(l;

Dr. E. Tnayer �aston procured a National Meneal Health 0rant
whic� facilitatec this meeting of teacher• of the eleven
approvea Music Therapy programs in the United State■.

(2)

Scnools represented and the repreeent&tive• were u

follow•:

Alverno College, Milwaukee - Sieter M. $oaepha
Florida State Univereity, Tallabaeaee - Dr. Donald Michel
Kansas University, Lawrence - Dr. E. Thayer G�aton
Vance Cotter

'
\

warren George
lmaana Unive::-s;.cy, Bloominbcou - Dr. Wm. Seara
L1ncolu Un,.vcrs .. cy, Jefieraon Ci.cy,-Mo. - Dr. R.1..ct1arci �raham
-i
Loy�la Uni�ersicy. Ne� Orleans - Chas. Braewel,
Mich __ a:'l ::r:ar:e Un1·;ers.ty, Eas.: Lans1ni, - Ro..i�. Unkefer
Geor,.e l.leu:-ksen
Texas "omen's U111.ver8,ti, ;:)enlOr; - Vi.r,.u1l& .,= �ll!lon
Uni. .. ers_cy of Ohio, ,\�hens - LJr. Rt;:h Boxuer;.e,Un .. vers .. t:,• o: �ne Paci.f1c, SLOCk�on - Be�;y Howery
.i. eaLern Mich.1.t,an Uni ✓ eral.ty, Kalama�oo - Carol Col'.ins
--·

(3)

�.enda:
Eacn course l1.1Led in the core currtculum approJed by
die EducaL�on Committee of NAMT was d .. scuased i.n deca�l. comparin�.
conten. and procedures.
In addi.-.1.on ar, elior,. wae made LO 1den d,:,
(1) tne mosc important: a::�itudea and concep .. e deaired
Lherapi1t& and

1.n m,,■ic

(2) t.he r.echnJ.ques mos: 1mpor::an: .. o musi·: Lherapcsc11; and,
lf poaaiule, 11:ate how each of ::he1e were tntHil led or
cau,,:i�.
(.'..,

£vaiua:�o:. of .• MU:
Orc an1�at-O� a: course, and co�r&� con.en• seem6 .eneaal .�
cons.J..s:en: �it11 �:12 ma Ori..� ...- oi o-�ie; s:noois Dec.A1lE end·_ �le,=d cons .. dera_;.0:1 -.n 1.�_�:�� o:· ou:·
t .['le8: .. er
sobeculc:

(1

(M..; s ;.
0�

�>.

::uc:. ::.

o

_wo

,::emes l c.::rs

-

pos fi ,_,_.;
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Report of Mu■ic Therapy Meeting
(Page 'Iwo)

(2) Credit for ho■pital affil�ation: No other ■chool
t;ivea more than 2· hour■ credit; we give 6 (3) Staff: no curriculum will be accredited in the
future without evidence of a .!ill_•time ■taff
member and full support of the achoo,. Our
accreditation may be withdrawn if WMlJ does
not supply Lhia baa i.c need •• soon •• poaa ... ble.
Carol I. Colline
CIC/ned

''

..... -,,,/

Appendix Q
25 th Annual Conference, 1974
(Collins)
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November 5, 1974

ur. i<oLert Fink

Carol Collins

25th Annual Conference - National Association for Music Therapy
Philadelphia, October 22 - 26
A.

Executive Comn:ittee �\eetings October 22-23 and October 26.
1. Goals for 1975 have to do with reorganizing frOl!l a committee structure
to an Executive Director in Central Office.
2. WMU proceedure for locating clinical training was suggested by
Executive Committee to all schools.
3. Education Committee is besieged by schools wanting to stert Music
Therapy curricula. Approval is going to be highly selective from
now on. Teachers are very scarce.
29 schools now oo list of approved.

.

L.

\ c.
\

Conferenc� pro�ra� October 24, 25, and 26.
l. Sixteen W'.1C students and graduates attended,
2. Carol Collins, first Vice-president. nominal program chairman
(local chairman actually does the work), was toast person for the
banquet Friday evening.
3. About 620 people attended the conference (NAMT ·membership now
numbers about 1,800)
1-l"IU bu1>iness
1. !Jon Bullock and I met with education Committee discussing g��ate
curriculum.
Data about new �usic Therapy teacher should be sent to Education
Committee for their information,
2. Introduced Don Bullock to professors teachine graduate courses
and psychology of music.
3. \.'MU job openings can be printed in Newsletter out of Central
Office.

AppendixR
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

I

KALAMAZOO,

MICHIGAN

October 23, 1970

TO:

Carol Collins

FROM:

Robert Holmes

SUBJECT:

. IA
6.-Y1
,

NAMT Conference Report

Thank you very much for your complete and detailed report of
your 21st annual conference. I am really gratified about the
reports of our students, and certainly you, too, should feel
very proud. Also thanks for the list of possible applicants
for references for people in the field. I am very hopeful
that something will move in this direction for us this coming
year.
Again thanks for your thoughtfullness.
RH:kb

49001

Appendix S
Response to NAMT Conference Report, 1972
(Fink)
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Department of Music

To:

Carol Collins

Dote:necember 4, 1972

Subject:

From:

Bob Fink
Thank you for your report on the N.A.M.T. Conference.
One of your stater:ients concerned ne, however. Will the rapid
increase in the number of schools offering Music Therapy have
any affect on our program (arrangements for internships, place
ment of graduates, etc.)?
Have you arrived at any conclusions yet in your study of the
present and future vocational need for music therapists? Are you
having any difficulty making arrangements for future internships?
Perhaps we should meet to discuss all of this sometime soon.
RRF:ls

Appendix T
Number ofWMU Music Therapy Majors, 1965--1979
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t.·

Number of WMU Music Therapy Majors, 1965-1979

Year

Number

1965

1

1966

Not Available

1967

1

1968

1

1969

2

1970

2

1971

3

1972

3

1973

10

1974

4

1975

9

1976

6

1977

15

1978

9

1979

5*

*The number of graduates listed for the year 1979 may include undergraduate and
graduate students.
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

I

154

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
"9001

October 23, 1974

Ms. Carol Collins
Department of Music
Western Michigan University
Dear Carol:
I was very sorry to receive your letter of resignation
effective at the end of the current academic year. Under
your leadership our Music Therapy Program has developed
to the point where it is nationally recognized. Your
efforts over the past 16 years are certainly appreciated.
You have my best wishes, and I am sure those of the rest
of the music faculty, for success in your new position.
Sincerely,

Robert R. Fink
Chairman
RRF/psh
cc. Dr. Stephen �itchell, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Robert Holmes, Dean, College of Fine Arts
Mr. l\'illard Hahnenberg, Chairman, Music Education Area
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WESTERN MTCHIGAI utlIVEltSITY

Departmen� nf·Mueic

TO:

Huaic Faculty

FROM:

Bob Pink-�f

DATE:

October 23, 1974

SUBJECT: lle91pat10ft of Carol COllina
I regret to inf ora ,-ou that Carol ColUu bu •ubldtted her
ruignation effective April 26, 1975. Carol baa been •••oci
ated with the Departfflent of Music for 16 year• durin1 which
time •h� bas led the d�elopmmst of our Mllsic Therapy ProAru.
to the point that it has received national recognition.
Carol has accepted a po•ition at Indiana Univer■ity - Fort
Wayne where ehe will be in chara•·of dnelopina a Nu■ic Therapy
Prograa.
RRF/pah

Appendix V
Professional Activity, January-December 1973
(Collins)
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PROF�SIONAL ACTIVITY
Jan.-Dec. 1973
CAROL COLLINS.
Summer 1973 - Contacted possible new clinical training ■itea in Indiana:
Lallue Carter Hospital, Indianapolis
Midtown Mental Health Center, Indianapolis
Logansport State Hospital, Logansport
Lecture on "Muaic in Therapy., for Music Education students at
Depauw tJDiveraity, Greencutle, Indiana
Consultation with Goshen College about procedure for establishing
M, T. curriculum
August 1973 - Carl Orff Workshop - two weeka Ball State University
NAMI' Annual Conference:

Elected First-Vice-President (Program Chmn.)

Appendix W
NAMT Conference Report, 1970
(Collins)
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October 2�tl:ib1it 21, l':Jl v

Ur. Rooert Holmes
Carol

,'IA��

Collins
Conference

Heµort

21st Annual Conference
�ational Association for �usic
Royal Sonestra Hotel
.�ew Orleans, Louisiana
October 13-17, 1Y7J

Tnerapy

Executive Cammi ttec Mee tinp; (October 13-14)

Meeting results most pertinent to academic curricula
concerned liberali%ation of NAM!' guidelines for curricula to
allow more creativity and up-dating by individual colleg•••
Colleges will also be given the privilege of establ.ishinR
student training in special schools and community facilities
instead of psychiatric hospitals exclusively.
As chairman of Certification-Registration, my report
showed 62 new negistered Music Therapists for tile conference
year 1969-1970 (45 in 1968-1969).
There are no.: 18 approved sciiools.

Conference
A program is attached - varied and interesting.
WMLl students

Jo Alson atcend�d with the staff from Georgia Mental
Institute (affiliate of Emory University, Atlanta) vhere she 1a
in clinical training. She reports that she feels well prepared
Mary

and competent to meet the requirements and that she is very i1app:v
lier supervisor confirms her competency
in the training situation.
and had a glowinf. report from these first four months of lier
In addition to tier ;10spi tal duties, she is or�anist
trainin�.
for t'wc small Episcopal cnurcnes near Atlantn.
Sue Hip,p.1ns is one of t,1ree interns at t-.alam.azo0 State.
One is a student of in. r.oston' s wno also has a. '1uBic l·.Jucation
det:ree; tne other a fonr.cr music teacher from 0st1kosh. 1-iificonsin.
Ti1e music supervisor report& t:1at Sue is by far the most competent
of the tnree.
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:Jr. kouert Holmes
Carol Collins
_;A"T Conference Report

Page 2

1971

Conference

l�ovember
1972 - University of Georria, Athens
(1973 - �.s.c., East Lansing, possibly)

It is plannel1 for San Francisco,

11-13, l':J71.

We should invite thel!l when ve have a new building and the
new professor! (See list attached)
for

The follc,..,ing would be possible applicants or good references
professors who could:
l.
2.

J.

4.

Teac11 Psycnolnr,y of �1usic and graduate "lusic Then1py
Mutiic l::ducation
Direct music researc1
lie ad ).1usic Therapy prograr,,

wm.

Sears. Pi,.;,.
Cnmn, l.Jept. of �!.T.
V. of Kansas

Richard �. Grad am, Pn • .).
School of !-!usic

Robert Unkefer
Sc:1001 of Music

Charles Eagle, Ph.U.
Di rector <f. !·lusic Ti1erapy
University of �iami
Coral Gables, Fla. 33146

Lawrence, Kansas

66044

1-:.s.c.

East Lansin�, �icn.

48823

Dale Bartlett, Ph.D.
Professor, School of \\usic
l,(.S.L'.
East Lnnsinf-, '1icn.

48823

;:;0nald E. '!ic11el, :> .1.L•.
Sc·1001 of '.'usic
Flori�a State Lniversity
Tal lat1nt;t,ec, Fili.
3'.:J·-,h

CIC/rm,

University of Georgia
Athens, Ga. 30601

Ph. iJ.
Scnool of "!usic
�ontclair State Collere
Upper vontclair, N.J. 07043
Wanda Latham,

Ceorpc Jeuris.scn, P:1.u.
Ct,mn., "usic [ducatinn
1 'nivers:i ty of i.;m5as
L,11,:rence, Kansai::

bnd4L1
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WESTERN MICHIGA!\J UNIVERSITY

Date: May 2, 200 I
To:

David Smith, Principal Investigator
Cynthia Goodson, Student Investigator for thesis

From: Michael S. Pritchard, Interim Chair
Re:

f!l,,tUd �w

HSIR.B Project Number: 01-04-05

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "The History of the
Music Therapy Program at Western Michigan University: Its Origin and Development to I 980)''
has been approved under the expedited category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board. The conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of
Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as described in the
application.
Please note that you may only conduct this research exactly in the form it was approved. You
must seek specific board approval for any changes in this project. You must also seek reapproval
if the project extends beyond the termination date noted below. In addition if there are any
unanticipated adverse reactions or unanticipated events associated with the conduct of this
research, you should immediately suspend the project and contact the Chair of the HSIRB for
consultation.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:

May 2. 2002
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